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ESRI president Jack
Dangermond named
'isiting professor by
Beijing Normal
Universit}'
Ptai,tng Clun.t fo1 \\ hok
hearted!) L'mhral ing geographic lllformatton '}stem
(GIS) technolog). l SRI rresidcnt Jack Dangermond told
univer-.il) students and professors 111 BeiJing ) eslerday that
the) "re hclptng turn GIS into
one ol the mo-,t tmronant
lechnologtcs of our ltme
.. GIS helps great!) Ill rlannmg and dec1sion making:·
said Dangcrmond at Beijmg
Normal Lnt\crstl). v.hich
bestowed upon h1m a \ isitmg
professorship during a l\\O-day
tnp to the Chinese capital.
"The technology prov tdes the
digital tools that abstract and
organite geospatial
data.
model geographic processes.
and visualite these data and
models \\ ith advanced computer tcchmquc'> . Your commitment lO\\ard and your academic mitiati\cs with the technology will greatly benefit your
nation m the future:·
Dangt:rmond traveled to
Chtna to help launch GIS cducal!onal lahoratoncs at two top
untvcrstltcs:
BetJing
Uni\crsity and Beijing ormal
Untvcr..,lt). The labs will usc
culling-edge lcchnologtes provided by ESRI's An:GIS sortwart: that Will help studcllls
learn hO\\ to U'>c and apply
GIS tcchnolog)
Betjing '-ormal Unl\ersil)
named Dangermond a visiting

continued 011 page 5
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Change and continuity at Claremont
Graduate University
By Ira jackson

Peter Drucker said that
innovation 1s a combmatwn of'
change and continuity. And
that
innm all on
drl\ e-,
progre">.
B) that definition. we arc
making loh or rrogres-. at the
Drucker School!
There\ a palpable '>en-,e of
excttcmcnl and nt:w hegmntngs
at Drucker. The energy 1s 111
the air. But 11\ also grounded

on a ftrm foundation
Ltsl month \\ e learned th.tt
the Drucker School i' ranked
#2 in the v.orld b) an organttation of Jaranese MBA studenh
and graduates. E.trlier this fall.
Princeton Re1 1<'11 ranked U'> as
a .. Top Ten Business School .. in
terms or the cla.,-,room exrericnce and the quality of' our f'acconrinued on page 3f>

Eminent domain reform measure to
be on June 2008 ballot
The Homeowner-. Protect ton
Act qualified fm the June 2008
ballot.
The HomeO\\ner-. Protection
Act would prohibit the usc of
cmment domain to acquire a single-family.
ov.ner-occupicd
home and transfer the propert)
to a private party. It would still
allov. government to acqutrc
property for traditional public
works such as schools or road~.
In addilton to the ~trong backmg
of CRA. the League. and CS \C.
more than \'i organitallon\ have
come out 1n \UpJlort of thts
stnughtfomard em1nent domain
refonn. mcluding. the California
Alliance for Relll·ed Amencans.
the League of California
Homeowners.
Housing
California. and the California

League of Con-.ervatton Voters.
At the -.amc lime. tillS broad
coalition 1\ oppo\tng the
Caltfom1a Propert] 0\\ncrs and
Farmland Protection Act dubbed
the Hidden Agenda-. Scheme -which w1ll eliminate the usc of
emment domam for redevelopment purposes. n::nt control and
renter protections. gut land usc
planning, hurt the environment,
and threaten \hiler suprl:r and
development proJects. This initiative has also qualifted for the
June ballot.
The "'Hidden Agenda\ ..
measure 1s being funded priman I) h) apartment tm ner' and
moh1le home park 0\\ ncr'>.
Whtle the proponent' of th1'
COI//11111£'tf 01/ [1{1~('
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Palm Springs
economic
development
corporation
announces officers
and new board
members
Patnck L. L1Il; from Palm
Desert "-allonal Bank and James
C Tume) from Best Bc..,t &
Kneger LLP have JOmcd the
PSEDC board of director-. for a
2008-20 I0 term.
Pat Lill) is the senior vice
president and branch manager for
Palm Desert "-allonal Bank's
Palm Spnngs · office. Pat brings
\\ llh h1m extensive Cit) c\(XriCIKC from Rtdegcrc-.t where he
\\as chairman of Rtdgecrc..,t
llou-.mg
and
Economk
Development Agenc). scf\cd .ts a
member of the Ridgecre't
Rcde\ clopmcnt
Agene).
Ridgecrest
Planning
Comm1ss1on. counetlmcmhcr <md

co11tinuecl on pas:e 28
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Donald J. Dunn, Dean of University of La Verne
College of Law, Dies at 62
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Business Journal keeps you
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Donald J. Dunn, dean and
professor of law at Ontanobascd Universtty of La Verne
College of Law died of com
plications related to cancer
He is survtved by his wtfc,
Cheryl, son, Kevin, daughterin-law and two grandchildren.
"Donald Dunn was an
expenenced
administrator,
dedicated educator and recog
nized scholar who had a profound and lasting effect on the
Universlly of La Verne
College of Law As dean, he
provtded keen leadership that
helped carry our College of
Law over the mtttal threshold
of American Bar Association
accreditation "satd University
of La Verne President Stephen
Morgan "Havmg served on a
number of ABA accreditation
teams. including one that had
previOusly vtslled our College
of Law, Don brought with htm
a depth of knowledge and
familianty o1 the process that
proved integral to attatnmg
provtsional accreditation.··
Morgan
added,
"Don
devoted
his
professional
career to legal education. He
and his wife, Cheryl. endeared
themselves to the university
communlly very quickly. So
his passing is a loss that will
be felt throughout the entire
ULV family."
A nationally-recognized
law librarian, Dean Dunn
began his 38-year career at the
University
of Texas
at
Austin's Tarlton Law Library
in 1969. In 1972, he earned his
master's of library science
f rom University of Texas at
Austin and became superviSing libranan in its Criminal
J ustice Reference Library.
In the summer of 1973, he
joined Western New England
College (WNEC) School of
Law in Springfield, Mass. as
law librarian and assistant
professor of law. By 1996.
Dunn had been promoted on

the faculty three times and
was named the law school\
interim dean. Two years later,
he became dean of WNEC
School of Law, maktng him
one of two law librarians in
htstory to also serve as a law
school dean. In 200 I, Dunn
retired as dean and in 2002
became Western ew England
College School of Law's associate dean for It brary and
Information resources while
continumg as a professor of
law.
While at Western
ew
England College School of
Law, Dean Dunn was an acttvc
member m the Amencan Bar
Association (ABA) and. in
1977, began serv111g as an
ABA site evaluator for law
schools
seektng
national
accreditation. Cumulatively.
he served on over 40 site evaluatton teams, was the chair of
five of those teams and was
the sole evaluator for three
summer abroad programs:
Moscow, Beijing and Cape
Town, South Afnca.
In 2003, Donald Dunn and
his wife, Cheryl, moved to
Southern California, and Dunn
joined the University of La
Verne as dean and professor of
law at the College of Law.
While at ULV, the experienced
ABA site evaluator worked
with university administrators
and the Jaw school's faculty to
guide the California baraccredited law school through
the difficult process of applying for national accreditation.
The attempt was successful
and on Feb. J 3, 2006, the
American Bar Association
granted ULV College of Law
provisional ABA approval,
allowing ULV's graduates to
begin receiving all the same
rights and privileges as students graduating from fully
ABA-approved law schools.
In 2006, Dean Donald J.
Dunn and co-author Roy

Mersky of the Cntversity of
Texas were honored by the
American Assoctallon of Law
Ltbranes (AALS) for their
fundamentals
of
legal
research, voted one of the
most innuenllal texts tn legal
research over the last 50 years
( 1957-2006) by the AALS'
Academtc Law Ltbranans
Spectal
Interest
Sectton.
Published
in
2002
by
Foundation Press, the 8th edition of Fundamentals of Legal
Research contams 821 pages
and over 200 illustrations 111
24 chapters and eight appendices and is used in both firstyear and advanced research
courses in law schools and
paralegal programs. The text
covers almost all aspects of
legal research, mcluding court
cases, state and federal legislation, admtntstrattve law,
legal periodicals, mternattonal

law. federal tax law and electronte research.
Dunn's work has appeared
or been cited in a vanety of
scholarly and trade pub! ications, mcluding Law Library
Journal,
Perspecttves:
Teaching Legal Research and
Wnttng,
Western
"'ew
England
Law
Revtew,
Massachusetts
Lawyers
Weekly, Trends tn
Law
Library Management and
Technology,
the
"Yale
Biographtcal DictiOnary of
American Law,"" ''Magannes
for Libranes" and publications
by
the
American
AssoctatiOn of Law Libranes,
among others.

For more information
ahout Dean Dunn's lifetime
achie\·ement.\,
\'i.lit
http ·I /aw.u/\•.edu/pdf Donald
Dunn Resume.pdf.
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INDEX
This February in the Inland Empire
Business Journal!

Growth Patterns Directing Investors to Pursue New
Locations in the Inland Empire Investment activity has
slowed throughout much of Southern California, but buyers
remain active in the Inland Empire, drawn to the region's
prospects for sustainable long-term growth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Are You Relelant.......To Women? Women account for
over 80 percent of all consumer purchases. Who knew?
Any business would see an instant spike in revenue if they
adopted a "no-more-marketing-to-men" attitude ......... .
Phase Out the Destructhe Sales Tax Bill Leonard.
member of the State Board of Equalization, explains how
ludicrous the sales tax has become. It is time to end the
silliness, restore fairness and bring relief to Californians:
phase out the state tax now ......................... .
Tackling Tough Questions: Q & A Public speaking is
a common fear among those in the business sector for
good reason. No one likes to be peppered with questions
for which the; are unprepared. Dianna Booher gives us
some suggestions to minimizing this fear . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Residential Real Estate Builders ................. .

19

Independent Banks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

25

The L<~llverstty of La Verne
College of Law has announced
that Assoctate Dean H. Randall
Rubtn has been named intenm
dean by Lntverstly of La Verne
Provost Alden Retmonenq followtng the recent death of the
law school's dean, Donald J.
Dunn. In additiOn. Dean Rubtn
has named Professor Juanda L.
Daniel the law school's interim
associate dean.
As interim deans, Rubtn and
Daniel will have essential roles
m leading the law school in its
pursuit for full American Bar
Associatton approval. The enure
law school faculty ts engaged in
preparation for the regularlyscheduled site vtstt in late

Top Commercial/Industrial Contractors ........... .

29

eminent domain ...

Computers{fechnology .. . .................. . ...... .

27
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Close-Up ....................................... .

34

Manager's Bookshelf.............................. .

38

measure are expected to try to
convince the voters the measure
is solely about eminent domain
and property rights, hidden in
the definitions of their measure
is a provision that limits the
price a private owner may
charge another person to purchase. occupy. or use his or her
real property. This would prohibit rent control ordinances and
make local inclus10nary housing
ordinances unconsttlutional.
Also buried in the definitions of the measure is a proviston that would prohibit the usc
of eminent domain for the consumption of natural resources.
Thi s would effectively preclude
any new water storage or conveyance projects tn Californ ia.

Investments and Finance .......... - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
Sales . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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The Lists:
Architectural/Engineering Firms ................. .
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Controlling Investment Risks Naseem Qader gives us five
dtstmct types of nsk that you can face as an investor and
how you can deal with each . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18
We''e Merged or Reorganized. ~on What'? Successfully
Lead Through Major Organizational Change Gary Bradt
says that business leaders should pay attention to the
psychological aspects of a major organuation change tnstead
of just the business aspects of a merger or reorganizational
change. Leadership must step out of their comfort zone to
help employees reestablish theirs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20

Nev. Business Ltsts:
County of San Bernardino

40

County of Riverside ...................... .

41

Executive Time Out ............................... .

44

U.S. Banker Magazine Honors 1st Centennial Bancorp
1st Centennial Bancorp, parent holding company of I st
Centennial Bank, announced
that U.S. Banker Magazine's
January edition has named I st
Centennial Bank as one of the
top 25 banks in the nation. and
in the top 10 of community
banks in the country, and
Executive Vice President/Chief
Financial Officer Beth Sanders
as one of the top I 0 CFOs in the
United States. Rankings were
principally rated on return on
equity.
"We are proud to receive
this honorable distinction,"
according to Pat Meyer, chairman of the board of I st
Centennial. "We are building on

a strong foundation . The management and employees of the
bank are commended for their
hard work and dedication ."
Chairman Meyer added, "Our
management team, comprised of
Tom Vessey, Beth Sanders, John
Lang, executive v1ce president/chief lending officer and
Suzanne Dondanville. executi ve
vice president/chief operatmg
officer, bring more than 130
years of combined bankmg
experience. While we are not
immune to the ramifications of
the deteriorating real estate market, our team has managed
through similar cyclical downturns."
Beth Sanders, executive vice

BLSINESS JOURNAL • PAGE 5

University of La Verne College of Law
Announces Appointments of Interim Deans
Columns

News and Features

rebruar) :?.008

president and CFO, commented
that "in this environment, it 's
important to remain conservative. While others may chase
yield , our strong underwriting
standards continue to contribute
to our success. Banking, by its
nature, tS primarily a risk-management business, and the ones
that manage best will out-perform .
Thomas E. Vessey, president
and chief executive officer, stated, "Despite all of the negative
news about sub-prime mortgage
lending, and the softening real
estate market, we are pleased to
be recognized as an industry
leader. By being disciplined and
adhering to our strategic plan,

our performance rattos continue
to excel despite the many challenges facing our industry. In
recent months, investors pulled
back from the financial sector,
worried about the housing and
residential mortgage troubles
largely fueled by large financial
institutions
and
mortgage
lenders. I st Centennial Bank,
like most communny banks, has
not participated in sub-prime
lending. Some economists
believe the housing market will
continue to struggle for another
year or longer. Not withstanding
the challenges ahead, we will
strive to perform at a high

continued on page 31

h:bruary b; the Amem:an Bar
Assoctatton . The untverstty
admtntstration continues to play
an integral role in providing
support to the College of Law
dunng thts penod of transitton.
"We are proceedmg tn the
process of attatntng
full
American Bar Assoctation
approval,"
said
Provost
Reimonenq. "A site team from
the ABA ts scheduled to vtstl the
College of Law from Feb. 25 to
Feb. 27 for a progress report. the
next step in the process toward
full approval. The University of
La Verne ts preparing to launch
a national search for a permanent dean lor the College of
Law."
That's why the measure ts
opposed by the Assoctatton of
Califom1a Water Agencies. the
Western Growers Association.
and other organizatiOns concerned about its impacts on
future water development.
The CPOFPA. or Hidden
Agendas Scheme. also prohibits
laws and regulations that would
transfer an econom1c benefit
from one private party to another. The courts have ruled that
virtually all land-use decisions
transfer an economic benefit.
and so this prov1sion would hurt
cities· and counties' ability to
make land use decisions,
whether they are to approve new
housing or bustnesses or to protect the environment.
You can read a summary of
both measures on CRA's webstlc, www.calredevelop.org.
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professor. citing his longtime
dedication to and evangelism
m the field of GIS. Speakmg
there to more than 400 geography and GIS students and pro- .
fessors from Beijing !';ormal.
Beijing, Qmghua. and other
untverstttes,
Dangermond
shared hts vtsion of hov.
emerging GIS markets and
technologies will develop in
the years ahead.
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PacifiCare Violations Resulting in $1.33 Billion Fine
The up to $1.33 billiOn in
fines for wrongful denials of
medical care announced by
California regulators against
PacifiCare
of California,
which
merged
with
UnnedHealth in 2005 to create
the nation 's second-largest
health insurer, IS emblematic
of a highly consolidated health
insurance market that 1s inadequately regulated, according
to
the
Foundation
for
Taxpayer
and
Consumer
Rights (FTCR).
Regulators noted a spike in
patient and ph) sicwn complaints agamst the company
foliO\\ ing the 2005 merger
··Two years ago we fought
to oppose th1s merger. We
were
concerned
that
PacifiCare would attempt to
recoup $345 million in merger-related bonuses to top executives by charging higher premiums and refusing to pay for
necessary medical care. That
is exactly what regulators
have uncovered two years
after the merger, .. said Jerry
Flanagan of FTCR. ·-cracking
down on this illegal behavior
is the first step in protecting
consumers.
The
PacifiCare/United
Health
merger fiasco is a cautionary
tale to all regulators reviewing
future
insurance mergers.
With fewer competitors and a
Jack of government oversight,
insurance companies have a
stranglehold on health care,
giving them more power to
selectively insure only healthy
customers and to refuse to pay
for care when patients get
sick."
California regulators fined
PacifiCare for:

appeals and provider disputes.
• Failure to manage
provider network contracts
and resolve provider disputes .

acknowledge receipt of
claims
• Multiple requests for
documentation that was
previously provided.
• Failure to address all
issues and respond in a
timely fashion to member

Since 1994, there have
been over 400 mergers of
HMOs and health msu rers II]
in the United States.
In
California, just five compa-

continued on page 39

Today, millions of children in developing countries are suffering with cleft lip and
palate. Condemned to a lifetime of malnutrition, shame and isolation.
The good news is that virtually all of these children can be helped. This is the
mi~sion of The Smile Train. We empower local surgeons to provide this life changing
free cleft surgery which takes as little as 45 minutes and costs as little as S250. It
gives desperate children not just a new smile--but a new life.
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Modtech Holdings, Inc. Announces Teaming Agreement
With LivingHomes, LLC
\1odtech Holdmgs. Inc..
Perris.
California.
of
announced a multi year agreement \\ ith Livmgllomcs. LLC
(""Livingllomes"")
under
\\hich Modtcch Holdings Inc.
("\1odtcch"") will be the
e\CJU-,i\e manufacturer of
LivmgHomes· Ra) Kappc
designed steel-framed modular s1ngle-famil) homes 111
markeh served joint!) h) the
two comp.mics.
Modtech Pn:sident .tnd
Chid
I· \Ccuti\e Officer
Dennis Shogren commented:
"We arc exclled to partner
\\ ith Ll\ ingHomes and to
build on the success of our
first project together. wh1ch
"as
completed
last
'lo,emher. We arc already
under way on the next project.
\\ ith several more in the carl)
stages of des1gn and approval.
In addition to the substant1al
bu~mess
opportunity thts
product line represents over
the next several years, 1t"s just
plain fun to look at a completed Ray Kappe-dcsigncd home
and sa) "\11odtcch built that!""'
"We look forward to workmg \\lth Modtcch on our Ray
Kappe-tlc-,igned homes."" said
L1v1ngllomcs rounder and
CEO Steve Glenn. '"B) partncnng e\clusi\ el) \\ ith a
manufacturer of .\todtcch"s
calibe r, we will be able to
reduce our costs and delivery
schedules and increase our
national reach."
Shogren continued, "The
agreement wllh LivmgHomcs
capped a very good fourthquarter bookings effort. At
over $50 million in bookings.
this was the highest level of
quarterly bookings in the last
two years. Even more gratifying than the turnaround 10 our
bookings trend 1s the fact that
more than half of the bookings came from new products
introduced over the past 15
months. Bookings for the

quarter included new products
for the military. our re<.cntly
Introduced BlockHead and
GLO product lmes. and our
niche residential products,
which demonstrate that our
strategy or diversifying our
product olfenngs is heginning

to take hold and will serve us
well in the future.
'"Our excitement over the
increased hook1ngs 1s tempered hy the reali;ation that a
turnaround 111 financ1al results
can be e\pected to lag the
turnaround in hook111gs b)

one to two quarters We continue to carefully manage our
costs and look forward to a
return to profitahilit) as we
hegin construction supported
hy the gnm ing backlog."
Contact Modtcch Holding-.
Inc. at \\ww.modtech.com.

SOMI PI RIORM S"I RANGE Rl fUAlS ro ACI-IlrVE SUCCI ')S.

SMART ENTREPRENEURS SIMPLY CHOOSE ELK GROVE.
It's the natural location to start a new busincs!\ or grow an existing one.
Elk Grove has a wealth of educated worker> who would love to work
whcr~

they live. Our bu!-tincs..cs profit from

C3!t)

access to lnter;tatc 5.

Highway 99 and Sacramento Airport. V\."ith 'uch a <afe and ho,pitable
environment, it,~ no wonder that Elk Grove i!<t known a!ol one of the
fastest growing cities in the country. Break the <upe,-,;tition habit.
Come discover what man) entrepreneurs here have alreadr concluded.
Elk Gro,·e means business and bu"nrs. is good.

Elk GROVE
.00\J

www.elkgrovemy.org • 916.68).7111
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Market Forecast
Employment: 2.3% A
Construction: 34%

~

Vacancy : 60bbs A
Asking

~ents :

3.8 A %

The
Inland
Empire's
health) tkmand drJ\ers \\ill
conllnue to '>Upport apartment
performance 111 200!\. as ne\\
supply " e\pt:Cted to come 111
\\ell helO\\ the region' long
term a\erage. The \1SA Is
forecast to add an <1\'erage of
25.000 new hou-,eholds. or 2
percent of the metro total.
annually over the ne\t five
years, dnving demand for residenllal properties. In recent
years. developers have chosen
to build in ad\ ance of the
metro's grov. th. but the housing downturn is resulting in
reduced construction levels.
Further supporllng apartment
demand in the region are the
more than 8.000 residences in
Riverside and San Bernardino
counties that are in foreclosure. a number that will grow
as AR'vh reset in the coming
quarters. Demand for apartment properties \\Ill increase.
though the shado\\ -rental market \\ill provide additional
competillon for renters. and
vacancy will edge higher
gomg forward. Owners will
need to offer greater concessions than in recent penods to
offset the impact of shadowrental stock..
Investment activity has
slowed throughout much of
Southern California, but buyers remain active in the Inland
Empire. drawn to the region\
prospects for sustainable longterm growth. Cap rates
increased 40 basis points in
2007 to the m1d- to high-5 percent range. v. here the) arc
expected to sta) this year. barring a spike in interest rate'>.
While metrowidc sales activity has remamed fairly qcady
in recent quarters, investors
are targeting more properties
in the eastern portion of the
metro. Late last year, the 21 0
Freeway was extended for
seven miles between Rialto
and San Bernardino. which
has made commuting to and
from these areas more accessi-

hie. In addition. as the econo
COiltii1Ues tO di\ersif).
there will be fewer residents
commutmg to Los \ngeles
and Orange counlles. As a
result. Lurrent 0\\nep, rna)
\\ant to In\·estigate reposllioning their portfolios to mclude
pro pert 1es m areas such as
Moreno Valley and San
Bernard mo.
Ill)
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Growth Patterns Directing Investors to Pursue New Locations in the Inland Empire
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Markets with the Highest

THE GAINERS

Expected 2008 Employment Growth
Salt Lake City
Austin
San Antonio
Charlotte

Top fiw. by

~
~

Company

lb.........~ San BemardUlO
Jacksonville

Phoenix
Dallas/Fort Worth
Seattle
Houston

United S t a t e s 0

1%

2%

3'1(,

N1 'lfa1, f mployment (Y-0-YJ Change)

Nalional RV Holdmgs Inc
Watson Pharmaceuticals Inc
CVB Financial Corp
American States Water Co
Hansen Natural Corp

~

0.07
2'i.95
9.41
3·-1.25
39.98

Mm!!h
O.o7
27 14
10.34
37.68
44.29
Ticker

2008 Market Outlook
• 2008 NAI Rank.: 12.
Down I Place. Concems about
shadow-rental stock pushed
the Inland Empire just outside
the top I0 in this year's inde\.
• Employment Forecast.
Payrolls will expand by 2.3
percent 111 :W08 with the addition of 31.000 JObs. Last year.
46.000 positions were created.
• Construction Forecast:
Apartment completiOns are
e\pected to total 1.550 units
tim year. down from 2.350
unib 111 2007 and well beiO\\
the metro's five-year annual
average ol 2.700 units
Vacancy
Forecast:
Steady renter demand will not
completely offset the impact
of the shadow market. causing
vacancy to rise 60 basis pomts
to 6.6 percent this year.
• Rent Forecast: In 2008.
asking rents arc forecast to
advance 3.8 percent to $1,110
per month, while effective
rents increase 3.4 percent to
$1 ,065 per month as concessions play a larger role than in
recent years.
Investment Forecast:
Healthy long-term demand
drivers will continue to
encourage mvestment in the
Riverside-San
Bernardino
metro. Cap rates could edge
somewhat higher this year but
a major upward correction is
not
anticipated.
Buyers
focused on upside potential
may want to target assets in
the metro's growin~ eastern
submarkets.

Markets with the Lowest
Expected 2008 Employment Growth
Los Anveles
Hew Haven

Philadelphia
Ctndnnatl

NewYorlt City
Northern New Jersey
Or!inae County

Cleveland
Detroit
Milwaukee

United States
.Q 5
N

'arm

..:oyment

(Y-Q..Y) Change)

THE LOSERS

pcn;~ntage

American States Water Co(L)
Channell Commercial Corp(L)
CVB Financial Corp(L)
Fleetwood Enterprises Inc
Hansen Natural Corp
HOT Topic lnc.(L)
Modtech Holdings lnc(L)
National RV HoldinQs Inc
Pacific Premier Bancorp lnc(L)
PFF Bancorp Inc
Provident Financial Hldg. Inc
Watson Pharmaceuticals lnc(L)

Top the. by
~ %C han~:e

Com pan,

Current
~

Chan~:e

0.01
-1.19
-0.93
-3.43
-4.31

pcn:ema~e

7.7%
-4.4%
-9.0%
-9.1%
-9.7%

PFF Bancorp Inc
9.05
Prov1dent f-mancial Holdings Inc 12.75
HOT Top1c Inc
4.53
0 71
Modtech Holdmgs Inc
Fleetwood Enterprises Inc
4.84

Point 0k Change
~
Month ~
2.99
-24.8o/c
12.04
-3 71
-22.5l7f
16.46
-1.29
-22.2'/r
5.82
-0.18
-20.2o/c
0.89
-1.14
-19.1%
5.98

1/22/08
Close Price

12/31/07

%Chg.

52 Week

52 Week

Month

High

Lo\t

Current PIE
Ratio

Exchange

Open Price

34.25
1.27
9.41
4.84
39.98
4.53
0.71
0.07
5.97
9.05
12.75
25.95

37.68
1.41
10.34
5.98
44.29
5.82
0.89
0.07
6.91
12.04
16.46
27.14

-9.1
-9.9
-9.0
-19.1
-9.7
-22.2
-20.2
7.7
-13.6
-24.8
-22.5
-4.4

46.14
6.01
13.00
11.41
68.40
12.11
4.90
4.46
12.30
34.67
29.35
33.91

33.28
I 10
8.50
4.45
32.50
3.90
0.63
0.04
5.91
7.12
12.00
23.90

22.1
NM
13.1
NM
31.0
12.9
NM
NM
9.3
11.9
12.1
20.6

NYSE
NASDAQ
NASDAQ
NYSE
NASDAQ_
NASDAQ
NASDAQ
AMEX
NASDAQ
NYSE
NASDAQ
NYSE

AWR
CHNL
CVBF
FLE
HANS
HOTT
MOOT
NRVH
PPBI
PFB
PROV
WPI

Notes: (H)- Stock hit fifty two week high during the month, (L)- Stock hit fifty two week low during the month. NM -

ot Meanmgful

Duff & Phelps, LLC
Markets with the Lowest
EXP«PCled 2008 Vacancy R.te-s

One of the nation's leading investment banking and financial advisory organizations. All
stock data on this page is provided by Duff &
Phelps, LLC from sources deemed reliable.
No recommendation is intended or implied.
(31 0) 284-8008.

MAN NERINO
LAW

OFFICES

Five Most Active Stocks
Month Volume

Stock
Hansen Natural Corp

28,494.413

Watson Pharmaceuticals Inc

14.335.029

CVB Financial Corp

12,058.156

HOT Topic Inc

11.911,629
9,881,734

Fleetwood Enterprises Inc

86.660.096

D&P/IEBJ Total Month Volume

"Laws were made to be broken"
Christopher North, May, 1830

Monthly Summary
1/22/08

"Had laws not been, we never had been blam 'd; for
not to know we smn 'dis mnocence"
S1r William Davenant

Advances

Marcus &Millichap
2008 Annual Report

Declines
Unchanged
New Highs
New Lows

II

0
0
7

1606-1668
I0681 Foothill Blvd. Suite 280 Rancho Cucamonga. CA 91730
tel. (909) 980-0630 fax. (909) 948-8674
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Are You Relevant ... To Women?

Phase Out the Destructive Sales Tax
By Bill Leonard, Member
State Board of Equalization

By Ross Shafer
If you are losing your market share or not meeting sales
proJeCtions, chances are you
aren't relevant to the most
imponant sex.
Women. Women. Women.
So much has been written
about the powerful female consumer you v. ould think the
"men folk" in your organlzanon would realize women are
the root of all profits. Yet, still
so many companies live in
denial that women account for
over 80 percent of all consumer
purchases. How can anyone
ignore that the $5 trillion
women spend annually is
staged to gobble up new
homes, healthcare, consumer
electronics, investment advice,
automobiles. vacations, bank
accounts, and do-it-yourself
prOJeCts. In fact, their financial
heft is so significant that any
business would see an instant
spike in revenue if they adopted a "no-more-marketing-tomen" attitude.

Women Compla in For A
Reason
Research indicates that of
random complamts,
more than 80 percent were
written and registered by
women. When the transaction
goes badly, they get mad and
stay mad. Their complamts
register words like "embarrassed," "helpless." "out of
control," "hurt," "crushed,''
and "rejected." Those are the
same words many would typically use in an intimate, loving
relationship. and that\ because
women don't differentiate a
personal interaction from a
business event: business is personal and emotional to them.

1.000

Women
Marketing

Started

Viral

Not only do women tend to
complain about the perpetrator,
but they also tell everyone else
about the expenence. Faith
Popcorn.
author
of,
"EVEolution - Understanding
Women," says that the average
satisfied female customer will
recommend a serv1ce. shop or
client to 21 other people. Since
women speak an average of
20,000 words a day - vs. a
man's 6.000 - women were
indeed the first ''vtral marketing" machine. Therefore, when
women have a good feeling
about your company, it can create a vast army of female
unpaid spokespeople for you.
Can you do better than that
with traditional marketing?

Women Are More Loyal
Customers.
If you make an effort to
understand the emotionality of
a woman's purchase, she will
start to form a relationship with
you. Th1s 1s critical because an
emotional bond is the only factor that breeds true loyalty: not
"favored customer cards" not
reward points or discounts, not
even repeating their name in a
friendly manner. Women don't
want "service" from you, they
want empathy. They want to be
understood. Once women feel
you have understood and
appreciated them, you have not
only a loyal customer. but a
referral engine as well.

Offe nd Women and Die
When you scorn or offend
women, look out. Consider the
detnmental effects to the Tom
Cruise
mov1e,
"Mission
Impossible III." It was largely
thought to be the best film of
the trilogy, yet when Cruise
blathered in the press insisting

h1s
then-girlfriend
Katie
Holmes have a "silent binh" as
prescribed by Scientology, h1s
immense female fan base
stayed home. Opening weekend ticket sales dipped over 30
percent. Don't mess with
women or their sisterhood.

Women
With Age

Get

Stronger

The largest purchasing
body is baby boomer women.
They are rich and powerfully
influential. Ken Dychtwald,
author of, "The Power Years"
says that by 2015, at least $15
trillion dollars will land 111 the
hands of baby boomer women.
Wouldn't you like them to be
spending some of that money
with you?

How Do You Get lnto a
Woman's Wallet?
1. T hink like a woman.
Behave like a woman
Understand that women
crave appreciation for their
immense buying power and
influence. Know that they want
you to succeed because they
love to introduce amazing new
d1scoveries to their friends.
Behave in ways that arc caring
and honest. Showing her attention and empathy will cause
her to become your advocate;
an unpaid spokesperson for
your company.

2. Be emotiona l
If you sell a product, wntc
emotional content that speaks
to her heart and reasons for her
to own what you sell. If you
sell a service, get personal and
sell yourself. She wants to buy
from people who won't make
her feel helpless, anxious,
embarrassed, or vulnerable.
The Nordstrom clothing chain
has been wildly successful
because the salespeople are

warm, friendly and personal.
There is also no nsk m buymg
from them. Nordstrom will let
you return your purchase for
any reason, at any time.
ordstrom breeds trust and
confidence.

3. Don't try to suck up to
women
Don't pander to women or
try to exploit the obvious
media stereotypes. Not all
women are shoe fiends and
show biz tabloid readers. If you
take that tact, you'll offend the
Mensa moms. as well as the
shoe fiends and tabloid readers.
Women want authenticity from
you. They don't want hype or
false promises. They would
also like you to be socially
conscious - which may mean
that you donate some portion
of the sale to famine relief, the
environment. spousal abuse, or
another heartfelt concern. They
respond to empathy; both to
her and her causes.

4. Rethink your current
strategies
Visit the blog www.marketi ngtowomenon Ii ne. typepad.co
m. This organitation has a
robust Web site to answer your
questions. They also hold an
annual conference complete
w1th b1g name speakers and
workshops to help you navigate these tricky waters. You
may not be a member of this
group yet but you should be.
Join this organization as an
assOCiate member and you'll he
able to cross-pollinate ideas
that could shatter your old
sales records.
Ro.1.1 founded the Customer

Empathy Institute T\1. For more
information, please vt.lit:
www.RossShafer.com.

The sales tax has become a
destructive.
unfa1r
tax.
Economiqs have been tcll1ng
us for more than two decades
that Amenca is becoming a
scrvlce-onented
economy.
This now is true to such a
degree that our h1gh sales tax
no longer makes sense.
When people pay for a
service. they are consuming it.
Transactions between consumers and service providers
grow the economy and create
JObs and new service products.
But these transactions are not
taxed. The sales tax was
mtended to tax consumption,
but because of the shift toward
serv1ces, less and less consumption 1s bemg captured by
the sales tax.
This is exacerbating an
unfmr situation for retailers.
While lawyers and stockbrokers and pool cleaners can
provide their services and not
bother with sales tax, those
who sell a tangible product are
required to extract from their
customers
a
surcharge
between 7.25 and R.751k on
each transaction. Some would
argue the way to bring fairness
into th1s equation 1s to start
taxing serv1ces too. I find 11 a
dubious 1dea that making others feel the same pam others
feel makes anybody's pam
better. I take some comfort
that It would be politically
hard to tax services. Once people find out that lawmakers
want them to pay sales tax on

car repair. construction. transportatiOn, mcd1cal sen 1ces.
banking services. accounting.
architects. etc .. the idea will
generate severe pushback. and
nghtly \O
Along with the fact that
people \\Ill not accept a service tax. l1ke the Use Tax. it
would be \ lftually nnpossihle
to enforce Say we decide to
tax attorney serv1ccs How do
we capture the tax from an
attorney living 111 Las Vegas
who provides his or her services v1a e-mail? There 1s no way
of enforcing th1s outside of
lettmg the government track
our lives in minute detail,
Including to whom we write
checks. and to whom we send
e-malis. Th1s would require a
virtual police state where a
much higher percentage of the
population would need to
work for the government to
spy on everybody else. This is
crazy. Rather than make services taxable, we should instead
dramatically reduce the sales
tax.
In 2000 when the Internet
was still in its infancy. 11 was
obv1ous that technology would
dramaticall; alter the delivery
of products to eomumers and
that this would have a negative
1mpact on the state's sale tax
program. Moreover. 11 was
clear that thiS would bring
about an unfair playmg field
for California retailers.
That year I mtroduced AB
2367. which would have

08-09 Book of Lists
Reserve your advertisement space today
in the Inland Empire's premier reference tool.
Call Bill Anthony at 909-483-4700 or
fax for information at 909-483-4705

reduced the state sales tax rate
by 25'1r per year until the
'>late sales tax hit 1cro. while
leaving the local portion of the
sales tax to fund public safety
services and other state mandates.
The current state portion of
the sales tax is officially
7.251Jc. but 21k 1s gomg to
local junsdictions So it is
more accurate to say the
state's portion of the sales tax
is 5.25C1c. By phasmg out this
chunk of the sales tax. leaving
a more modest 2'7c for locals,
the final cost of retail goods
would then be closer or even
cheaper than the cost of goods
that need to be sh1pped. This
would restore panty between
Internet sellers and our retailers.
Locals are also allowed, by
a vote of the people. to raise
the sales tax rate further. This
is why you may pay more than
7.25% 111 your city or county.
Some c1t1es are chargmg a
whopping 8.75%. Phasing out
the state portion would have
the add1110nal benefit of making local governments more
accountable for both the sales
tax rate. and how 11 1s collected and spent. By making this a
commu111ty level dcc1s10n. it
would give voters an enhanced
ab1llty to keep the rates low.
The state's reliance on the
archa1c sales tax has spawned
whole industries de\oted to
lobhying politicians to make
more exceptions. distinctions.

and complications. The result
of all th1s activity is confusion to every bod;. This complex law has outlived 1ts use
fulness
and
should
be
repealed. I find it very hard to
defend a program \\ ith the
followmg mconsistenc1es:
• Carrots to be consumed
by horses arc taxed, but if the
same carrots will be consumed by humans, they are
not.
• It IS pOSSible that the
same cup of Starbucks' coffee may be taxed at different
rates dependmg what kind of
store
is
hosting
the
Starbucks · outlet.
• If an animal 1s ra1sed to
be consumed as food by
humans, it 1s not subJeCt to
the sales tax: if an an1mal 1s
ra1sed for a purpose other
than that, it is subject to the
sales tax.
• The BoE ruled that
health
facilities
should
charge sales tax for msulin
s; nnges and supplies used to
treat diabetic patients. despite
state law that says that Item\
applied directly to the patient
arc exempt from sales tax.
There are many more
examples of how ludicrous
the sale\ tax has become. It IS
time to end the silliness.
restore fa1rnes' and bnng
relief to Californians· phase
out the state sales tax now.

----
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Five Simple Steps to Build a Winning Corporate Culture
By Gary Bradt
If I asked your employees,
"'What 's it like to work at your
company? What kind of place is
it?" their answers would largely
describe your company culture.
How would your employe es
answer? Would you like what
you heard? If not, a leader's
responsibility is to change it.
Some le adership teams
attempt to create culture by acting as wordsmiths, spending
untold hours carefully crafting
vis ion, mtsston and values ·
statements. That 's unfortunate,
because in the end culture is not
created by words plastered on
the wall or carried around on
laminated cards, but rather culture is defined by actions on the
ground .
It's what leaders do: what
the} inspect, what they reject
and what they reward that ultimately shape' company culture.
It 's not that words don' t
have a place in creating c ulture:
the} most certainly do. But a
winning culture is defined b}
words so simple and basic a
c hild can grasp them easily. and
an executive can explain them
quickly.
And. in a winning c ulture. a
leader's words and actions are
aligned. What leaders say accurately reflects the way things
are. In a losing culture, words
and actions are misaligned.
"Happy talk" masks dysfunctional behavior.
A winning company culture
is simple and emphasizes three
areas: serving the customer,
growing the business, and
developing employees. A losing
culture is confusing and complex, places customer needs
behind those of the company,
and emphasizes personal gain
over team achievement.
Culture can be consciously
created by company leadership.
and should be.
Below are five steps that
will help you consciously create

or redefine your company culture. Reme mber, complex ity
equals confus ion. If your culture is easy to describe, it will
be easy to create.
I . Define 3-4 gutding principles that de fine who you are
as an organt zation.
It 's the job of senior leadershtp to de fine in imple terms
what your organization is all
about. One of my clients, a consulting group, had a c ulture
marked by mtstrust and destructive inte rnal competition. New
leadersh ip came in and succ inctly defined what the new
culture would be and te rmed it
something like thts: We are one
national practice: we consider
our customers in everything we
do: we grow our people: and we
are committed to each other 's
success. Rather than worrying
about printing these words
everyw here. leade rship set
about making them a reality.
2. Use th e princ iples to
guide every business discussion
and dects ion going forward .
Words are meaning less unless
they spur new behavior. Once
you have de fined your guiding
principles. use them to guide all
of your bus mess dt scuss ions
and decis ions. I constantly
heard my c lient above refer to
their guiding princ iples in all
their gatherings, large and
small. I heard them say things
like: "Since we are one national
practice, it makes sense to do
"x." Or, "Will this course of
action serve our customer, or
will it only serve us?" And,
"Since we are committed to
each other's success and growing our people, maybe we
should let this individual or that
group take the lead on this sales
call," etc. They used their words
and good intentions to drive
positive behavior shifts, which
in the end drove a positive cui-

ture shtft, whtch led to better
business res ults.
3. Build the principles into
all your people pe rformance
and man agement systems. The
old saw is true: people tend to
do what is tnspected versus
what's expected. Simple words
and good inte ntions are not
enough. You need to make sure
that your people and performance management systems
measure and reward behaviors
cons istent with your g uid ing
principles, and discourage if not
punish the oppos ite. Leadership
actions here are key. If employees see company leade rs act in
accordance with the princ iples
a nd yet go unrewarded, or
worse, see leaders de fying the
principles and getttng perks and
promottons regardless. you· re
done. There has to be const\tency between what you say and
what you do, and altgnment
between your words and your
actions.
Al so. begin screening for
and hi ring people who share
your values and who naturally
adhere to the principles. And,
for existing employees, create
processes to indoctrinate and
immerse them in the ne w ways
of thinking and behaving. As
John Kotter has shown us, constantly repeating the simple
change message via all available means and venues is key to
ingraining it in the culture.
4. Create a 2-3 day le adership development e xperience
that reinforces the behaviors
and values consistent with the
principles, and insist all senior
leaders attend . Once again.
words alone are not enough to
drive lasting behavior change.
You have to constantly reinforce your words with action.
One way to do this is to create
an experience based leadership
development program that rein-

forces the values and behav10rs
consistent with the gu iding
princ iples. For examp le, my
c lient developed a leadership
ex perience
development
focused on self-awareness and
pe rsona l responsibility. Over
the next two years, all 250 senior leaders came through. and
the n a simi lar experience was
created for the next level of
management down. Don't try to
get everyone through at once. In
fac t, it's best to spread attendance and participation out over
an extended period of time.
Each new class then becomes a
renewable source of energy and
foc us around the guiding principles. Attendees return to their
respective offices and help reene rg ize and refocus everyone
else. In this way, rather than
becoming programs of the
month. these leadershtp experiences became an endunng tool
to reinforce the fundamental
message and des1red behaviors
behind the gutdtng pnnctples.
5. Expect resistance, but
stay the course with passion and
pati ence. C hanging cult ure
means c hanging people. and
that takes time. Expect some
cynicism. skepticism and resistance at first. For example, when
people first attended the leadership program descri bed above,
many c ame in wtt h a Jaundiced
eye. They had seen this sort of
thing come and go be fore. But
over time, as more and more
people came through, including
senior le aders who came back
to help fac ilitate later sessions,
more and more bo ught in. Thi s
became especially true when
attendees saw the leadership
principles a nd values that we re
disc ussed in the c lass room
being lived out on a daily basis
in the field. In fact, the program
became so popular over time

continued on page 39

Year of the Budget
By Bob Dutton

The following arc some of the
latest real estate activities in
the Inland E mpire:

California State Senator
31st District
For the past several
months I've been very vocal
about the state's fiscal situation betng worse than projected. The governor confirmed my beltefs when he
announced during hts State
of the State speech earlter
th is month that the budget
deficit for 2008-09 would be
$14.5
btllton
if
left
unched.cd.
Because I saw the state's
financial ptcture worsening
by the day. wtth the deficit
growing from $6 I billion to
$10 billion and now to $14.5
billion . I ' ve been c;llltng on
the governor for more than
two months to declare a "fiscal
emergency.
Under
Proposition 58. passed by the
voters in 2004, he has the
p owe r to do that, which
wo uld t hen allow u s to now
begin mak ing the necessary
adj us t ments to bri ng our
spe ndi ng in line w tth reven ues.
The go\ernor announced
during his State of the State
speech that a "fiscal emergenc::. .. does extst .md on Jan
1-hh the State Senate dtd go
into special sesston to begtn
deal 1ng wtth the state's ftscal
emergency.
Under the provtsions of
P ro posi tion 58 we now have
45 d ays to make t he necess ary adju s t men ts to o ur
spendin g. If we do n't make
those adju stment s within thi s
time frame , no o ther leg is lation can be passed until we
bring our fis c al house in
order.
I've
been
in
the
Legislature for more than
five years now and can tell
you that often times in the

past these special sesstons
have netted nothing but some
media publicity on the tssue
- whether it is the budget,
water or health care. But I
can tell you there is a real
sense of urgency in thts spectal session and believe that
there will be some tangtble
results in the next month and
a hal f.
You will probably be
hearing over the next several
weeks that the on!; way to
fix this budget and the 200809 spendtng plan that begtns
Julj I ts to ratse taxes. Let
me say again. and I'll point
out the governor satd the
same thing dunng hts State
of
the
State
speech.
California doesn't have a
revenue problem it has a
spending problem.
D uring the last five years.
for example, revenues to the
state have grown by nearly
$27 bi llion dollars. Yet we
are faced with a $14.5 billion
deficit for the 2008-09 fiscal
year.
I believe It's ttmc to enact
a 'pending cap that \\ill
ensure spendtng sta)s tn line
with revenues. The governor
talked about a plan and tt ts
very in triguing. The State of
Californ ia would look a t reve nues over the las t I 0 years
and take the average increase
of t ho se reve nues to de termi ne h ow mu c h s pe nd in g
could inc re ase in th e next
fi scal year. Any reve nues
over that amount would the n
go into a reserve for the
years when revenues don ' t
meet expectations .
Whether this plan is the

continued on page 31

San Francisco-based AMB
Corporation. one of the btggest
distribution property landlords tn
Southern Califomta. recent!;
added to its portfolio with the
acquisitton of a 902,000-sq.-ft.
factlit}. now known as AMB
Lorna Grande Distribution
Center. which is currently occupied by Wal-Mart Stores. The
pnce was not known at press
time. The purchase boosts
AMB \ Southern Califomta portfolto to more than 22 million sq
ft.. \\ hich was 98o/c leased as of
the end of the thtrd quarter
2007 .. .. ... ....The C alifornia
Housing Foundation acquired
15 acres of land at Waterman
Business Park from Voit
Development Compan} for the
construct ton of a new office campus. Waterman Business Park
is a 500.000-sq.-ft. mtxed-use
office and industrial busmess
center situated on 31 acres along
San
Waterman
Ave
in
Bernardino. The California
Housing Foundation acqutred
the land parcel tn order to create
a 200.000-sq.-ft. office build-tosutt development for the Inland
Regional
Cente r
The
C alifornia
Housing
Foundation is a not-for-profit
chantable foundation founded in
1998 by a small group of dedicated individuals who recogni7ed the need to support the
I nland
Region a l Center's
(IR C) mission to normalize the
live of persons with developmental disabilities. Dennis
Sm ith of Travers Realty represented the buyer, while Tom
Pierik and Herrick J ohnson of
Lee & Associates negotiated for
the seller. This sale represents
nearly 50 percent of the entire
business park ......... In a

Corona
sale,
Panatto ni
Development
Company
acqutred three one-story buildings, totaling 146,000 sq. ft.. on
7.76 acres at 1346 Ratlroad
Street for $6 million ($41/sf).
Panattoni ts planning to redevelop the stte with a new Class A
distnbution building. The property was sold b; Frank La
Haye. Jeff C hiate, Rick E llison
and Peter Sowa from C ushman
& Wakefield brokered the transactton .......... And tn Temecula.
Rossi Concrete Inc. purchased a
I 0.800-sq.-ft. office buildtng at
} 1565 Rancho Pueblo Road for
$1.36 million ($311 /sf). The new
facilit} ts part of The Rancho
Pueblo. a 21.900-sq.-ft. profes\tonal office and medical project
located on Hwy 79. The butlding
features a prestigious business
park em tronment with beautiful
courtyards. a water feature.
ample parking, two-story elevator servtce and easy access to l15 Freeway. Jeff Givens of
Coldwell Banker Commercial
Almar Real Estate Group and
Keren Calder of Southern
California Investors represented the buyer. while Tapley
Commercial Real Estate negoti.ued for the seller. C!ncnant
Dc Hiopment Inc ......... ln
news of a maJOr lease in the
region. United Natural Food"
Inc. (UNFI) stgned a I0-year.
$28.5 mtllion deal for all of
March Commerce Center. a
613,200-sq.-ft.
($0.39/sf/mo)
building in Moreno Valley. The
faci lity, which was built in 2006
but never occupied, is located at
22 150 Goldencrest Dr., east of 1215 and south of Alessandro
Blvd. G r eg G ill a nd John
Bowma n of C harles Dunn
Company represented UNFI ,
based in Dayville, CN and which
is a leading independent national

continued on page 21
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Tackling Tough Questions: Q & A

f1nn
\ddl"C\~

Cil). Stute. lip

By Dianna Booher
Have you ever watched a
colleague wrap up a fabulous
meeting, field a few questions
with flair. and then, JUst as
the) 're ready to \\.rap up. you
see another hand waving from
the end of the board room. "So.
Bob. everything you've sa1d so
far makes sense. but could you
explain how th1s protocol could
have been effective with that
situation in production last
week?" Unprepared for this
curve ball, you watch as Bob
stammers and stutters next to
his pie charts, with an incoherent ramble that turns an otherwise star performance into a
show-stopper.
Public speaking is a common fear among those in the
business sector for good reason.
:-:o one likes to be peppered
\\. ith questions for which the)
are unprepared. What\, a major
ke) to minimi/ing that fear?

Preparation.
Here are a fey, practical lips
for prepanng for question-andans\\er penod,, particular!)
when you expect difficult questions from skeptics.

Hypothetical
Often when people ask a
hypothetical question, the}
have an agenda - the} are looking for a forum to express their
own opinion. Whatever answer
you give will be "wrong," and
they will change the details
about their hypothetical situation and proceed to set you
straight about what wilt or will
not work.
Tip: Sidestep the Details
Refocus by responding,

'There are so man} un"nowns
and variables 111 hypotheucal
cases that it\ difficult to give a
meanmgful response to that slluauon." Or: "I prefer to stay
focused on the current miss1on
m formulating policy for our
charitable contributions. For the
present situation, I still consider....
Tip: Probe for the Real Issue
and Address That Concern
Examples: "Is your concern
in raising that question the safety 1ssue?" If the audience member confirms that the safety
issue is what prompted the.
hypothetical situation, then you
can proceed to comment in general on the safety issue rather
than getting bogged down in
hy pathetical details.
ShO\\-OtT
Generall). thi-. "question" is
a monologue-either an op1nion
or a barrage of thita. Then. after
the dump. the as"er tacks on a
limp question at the end. such
as "Wouldn't you agree?"
Tip: Call for the Question
Example:
"Would
you
please restate }OUr question?"
or "Were you just stating an
observation, or is that a question?" After some fumbling, the
participant ma} or rna} not
come up with a question that
you can answer briefly and use
to regain control.
Tip:
Acknowledge
the
"Comment" and Move On
Examples: "Thank you for
that observation." "Good information to have." "You sound as
though you ·ve had some experience with similar situations."
'Tm sure others may feel as
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you do." "That's somethmg else
we may want to cons1der in the
decisiOn." Break eye contact,
and move on.

Hostile
People ask hostile questions
for any number of reasons: (I)
They disagree w1th what you
have sa1d or have wrong information. (2) You have not established credibility with them. (3)
They have misunderstood you.
(4) They thmk they are "saving
the day" for their orgamzation.
(5) Their personality makes
them always look for the cloud
in every silver lining. (6) They
have a hostile tone and facial
expression without realizing it.
(7) They are angry with someone else and are ta"mg 1t out on
you - consciOusly or unconscious!}. (X) The1r question is
neutral, but you have had a bad
da) and are "reading hostilit)
into the lJUC.:slion."
Tip: Rephrase a Legitimate
Question ~1inus the Hostile
Tone
If the question 1s. "Wh] are
) ou demanding six years of
expenence for all subcontracted
"'ork? I thmk that's totall}
unreasonable," rephrase it:
"Why do we think six years'
experience is necessary? Well.
first of all. ..... Don't feel that
you have to refute an opposing
view in great detaiL particularly
if the hostile view is not well
supported. Simply comment:
"No, I don't think that's the
case." No elaboration is necessary. Your answer will sound
authoritative and will make the
asker appear rude and argumentative if he or she rephrases and

continues. Avo1d matchmg hostility with hostility.
Tip: Acknowledge and
Accept Feelmgs
By ac"nowledgmg and
legitimizing the feelings of the
asker. you may defuse the hostillly and help h1m or her
receive your answer in a more
open manner.
Examples: "It sounds as
though you've been through
some difficult delays with this
supplier" or "I don't blame you
for feeling as you do, g1ven the
situation you describe."
Tip: Agree with Something
the Questioner Has Stated
If possible, try to find something within the hostile questiOn
with which you can agree. This
typically d1ffuscs some of the
inclination to argue wl!h v,hatever response ) ou pro\ ide.
Then give your answer.

You can expect \ irtually
C.:\ er) high·le\cl present,Hion to
Include a Q & A session as part
of the agenda Th1s is not somethmg to fear- thin" ol it ,ts just
one more component for \\hieh
to prepare and to usc to win
over your audience. By learning
these Q & A lips you're already
ahead of the game.
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Art Institute Instructor Garners 4th Emmy Award
gn:at to g~t
r~cognition for ''hat } ou do:·
~ay' Mi~had s,, anigan The
media an' and anunation mstructor at The An lnstllute of
California - Inland Emp1re was
recently accorded h1s fourth
"Da.>time Entertamm~nt Emmy
Award" hy the atlt1!lal Academ.>
ofTclevJsJon Arts and Sciences.
S\\anigan spent five full-time
months as a stOJ)'hoard artist for
the Em my -wmnmg ·Tutenstein:·
currently airing nationally on the
D1scon::f) Kids channel "Let\
"Jt·,

ah\,l)'

sec." h.: ro:lkch. •·tho:re \\O:rc 250
pago:s to tho: ammato:d script. and
thro:e dr.m ing pan.: is per page

So. l did around 750 drawmgs."
The anJmat1on specwllst
recc1wd h1s first Emm) as storyboard art1 st/layouts for "The
S1mpson \"in 1990. This was followed by a second Emmy as
director/storyboard~ of the TV
series "Voltron," and then agam
as product::r of a 26-cpisode
series. "Tilt:: \1ask """-<o. you certainly don't get llro:d of rt::cciving
a\\ ards or bcmg honored by your

track\ for sULll olllllllatcd \Ideo,
as "Gho,tbuster-.:· " Dungcmh
and Dragons" and the complete
Flash Gordon Collector\ &ht 1on.
"Certain!) I love what I've
done for films and tclcv1s1on," he
says, "but, you know, l love JUSt
as much what I do 111 the classroom. lntroducmg these eager
students to the hands-on world
and mechanics of ammallon, and
seemg \\hat the) can ulllmatcl)
do with 1t all 1s as thrilling and
challenging to me as <Ul) thmg
else I've ever done."

pt::er-.:· S\\amgan offers. ''l ' \e
bct::n doing thi' for 20 yo:ar~ flO\\,
;md t::\ Cf) project is fresh and
e.\Clllllg
Swan1gan 's talents have
graced numerous otho:r maJOr animated television senes such as
''G.I.
Joe,"
"X-Men."
"Supe1man."
"Spiderman."
"Wood) Woodpecker," "The
Incredible Hulk" <Uld "Fantastic
Four." And \\ ith his hroad knowledge and C'.tcns1ve expencnce.
he\ been asked to appear on
ncar!} 20 DVD commentaf)·
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By Naseem Qader
The word "risJ..." is not something that conJures up a pleasant
image in the minds of most
investors. Many people don't
like risJ.... Unfortunately, risJ... is
unavoidable . If you invest for
profit. you face the pos-,tbtlity of
suffering a loss; and if you invest
too cautiously. you run the risk
of earning a return that will not
keep pace with inflation.
One of the best ways to
become comfortable with risk is
to take the time to understand it.
The more familiar you are with
it. the better position you will be
in to create the proper balance
between risk and potential
reward in your portfolio. Below
is a description of five distinct
types of risk that you can face as
an investor and how you can deal
with each:
Market Risk
Market risk refers to the fact
that your investment could go
down in value and, therefore, be
worth less than your purchase
price. Any number of factors can
affect an investment's valuation.
For example, disappointing earnings can cause a company's
stock price to decline. Rising
interest rates can trigger a drop in
the price of a bond.
The best way to reduce the
effect of market risk in your portfolio is to diversify your assets
among securities that are likely
to perform differently in the
same market environment. In
this way, the positive perfonnance of one security can help to
offset the negative performance
of another.
A good first step in creating a
diversified portfolio is to spread
assets among stocks and bonds
or the mutual funds that invest
primarily in these securities.
While past performance is no
guarantee of future results,
stocks and bonds often perform
differently under the same market and economic conditions.
For example, if the economy

shows strength after a period of
weaJ...ness, -,tocks tend to do \\ell.
but bonds pnces tend to fall
because interest rates usually
move higher. Simtlarly, when
mterest rates decline on economic weakness, bonds typically do
well, but stocks tend to fall as
investors become concerned
about the overall outlook for corporate earnings.
Although diversification can
help limit risk. it can also limll
your potential for gains. For
e\ample. if the stock marJ...ct
soars. you could enjoy large
gains if you had a substantial
portton of your portfolio in equities. But if most of your assets
were spread across a wide range
of non-equity-related investments. your gains may be limited. This strategy docs not guarantee a profit or protect against
loss.
Industry Risk
Industry risk refers to the risk
that you face when you invest in
a particular sector of the economy. For example, if you invest
primarily in one sector, you
could do well if that industry
outperforms most other industries, but your portfolio could lx
severely affected if that group
falls out of favor with investors.
A good example of industry
risk is what took place in the
technology sector during and
after the infamous "Bubble."
After
experiencing
strong
gnm th throughout the last half
of the 1990s. technology stocks
fell sharply during the first three
years of this decade. creating significant losses for investors who
were heavily exposed to this sector.
One of the best ways to deal
with industry risk is to invest
your assets across several industries. By doing so, you can enjoy
the key benefit of diversification
- the positive performance of
one industry group can help to
offset the negative results of an

undcr-pcrfom1ing sector.
Company Risk
Company risk refers to the
concept that your assets may
declme because a significant
portion of your portfolio 1s
invested m the stock of one company. Th1s is a risk often faced by
employees whose net worth is
largely tied up tn their employer's company stock.
Diversification can be the
key to limiting the nsJ... of investing mamly in one company.
Focusmg on high-quality companies should be another part of
this strategy. Generally, the
stocks of high-quality, wellestablished compames (e.g. blue
chips) tend to carry less risk than
those of small. emerging growth
companies.
Inflation Risk
Inflation risk refers to the
idea that the return from an
investment may be less than the
inflation rate, the increase in the
cost of living. While earning a
return that is lower than inflation
may not appear to be significant,
it could prove huardous to your
financial health if it occurs over a
period of years.
This is because when you
earn a return that is lower than
inflation. your dollars lose purcha~ing power. This means you
will need to spend more money
to buy the same amount of goods
and services that you bought in
the pn:viou-, year. If this trend
continues over time, it could
affect your standard of living.
To counter inflation risk, you
need to buy securities with the
potential to deliver returns that
exceed the increases in the cost
of living. Although past performance is no guarantee of future
results, equities have had the best
record of outpacing inflation
since
1926, according to
Ibbotson Associates, Inc., a
Chicago-bac;ed research firm.

Interest Rate Risk
The valuations of fixedmcome mvestments, such as
bonds and preferred stock., are
affected by mterest rates. When
rates rise, overall valuauons of
ftxcd-incomc securities usually
decline. Conversely. when Interest rates dcclme, valuations of
fixed-income securities typically
rise.
The degree by whtch fixedmcome sccunlles arc affected by
interest rates usually depends on
their maturity (the number of
years before pnnctpal is supposed to be returned to the
investor). Generally, short-term,
fixed-income securities arc less
affected by mterest-rate movements than long-term, fixedincome sccuntics.
A good strategy to limit
interest-rate nsk is J...nown as ladclering. Laddering 1s the process
of investing assets 111 fl\edmcome secunlles wJth varying
maturity dates. such as every
year or every other year
whatever time frame works well for
you. You can spread your investments over five years, I0 years
or any time frame that you like.
With ladclcnng. you continually
have money coming due that can
be re-invested at the different
rates. As a result, laddering
enables you to avotd mvcsung
all of your money when rates are
at their lowest.
It is always a good idea to
speak \\ ith a financial ad\ tsor
about the types of risks mhcrcnt
in investing. He or she can also
help you male decisions to help
create the proper balance
between risk and potential
reward in your portfolio.

Naseem Qader is a financial
advisor with Smith Barney located in C/aremoflf, CA arul may he
reached at 909-625-9702.
This article is based, in whole
continued on page 31
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{)

1.620

22.11\ E- . Rmu:mSt.. Ste. 100

Tim Jones
Divt-;Jon President

Corona. CA 92879

<9511 272-~wonJ~·9454
W\\ v..johnlaJOghome-;.com

6.

MBK Homes Ltd.
1 7~ Technology Dr
ln1nc:. < ·\ 92618

S~~O.<XXI.IXXI
S1~ -

$ 3()(1.000.1XXI

.120

0

160

20

:!00

Tim Kane
J>re..,1dent

t949t JR9.8.17~n8Q·9n~
"'"'"' -mhlhome ....com

7.

Young Home>
I0.170 Tracie mark St.
Rancho Cucamonga. CA 91710

Field~tone

8.

Communitie<ii, Inc.

$ 1875CXI,IXIO

$1 17.7 ~0.11XI

2 Ada St.. Stc. 2()(1
lmnc, CA 92618

"'A

420

420

()

0

0

280

278

0

0

I> IA

John R. Young
Pre,tdcnl
(909) 944 8747/2QI-7630
stoke!o@world-development.com
f'rank t'oster
Pn:"deni/CEO

(949) 7<J0-~400n59- 1344
\\W\\ .fie)d,tone-home ....com

9.

10.

PacifiC Cenlu') Home<.
1920 Mam St.. Stc. 100
lrvmc, C A 92614

$1 72.1XXI.OOO

Mhbrook Communitie\
I~~ Farada) AH·nue
Carh~ad, CA 92008

$107,()(XJ.(K)()

0

(I

N/A

Bryaa Avilla
Chamnan!CEO

IK2

IH2

(I

0

John Hagan
Pfe\ldCOI

$41,(~10.000

Empire West Oe>elopment
44600 Vi II age Ct.
Palm Dc'cn, CA 92260

$27 ,2200,()(XI

12.

Granito Homes. Inc:.
17891 Cartwnght Rd., Ste 200
Irvine. CA 92614

S24.8110.000

=

$122JXXUXIO

(760) ~04·6X6X/l(Q4.(>X7~

Strathamllomcs. Inc.
220 I Dupont Drive. Stc. 1(XI
lrvme. CA 92612

=

920

(949) ~96-3600/296-1601
bryan@av1llainc .com

II.

13.

$5()(l,()(Xl.CUI

$14.()(JO,()(XI

21Xl

180

0

(I

0

IP

111

l'o/A

(I

18

JetrEvans
Di=tor of Land Devel.
(949) 833-1554/833-78~3
nkahlon@strathamhomes.com
Brucoe Maize
CEO
(760) 56H·29~~/568-4315

$~2.000.1100

126

126

0

()

Daaiel ~.Delzer
Co-~idenrs

(949) 25()..9229~9231
info@gnruldlomes.com

W,VD \\i'mld "ot 0J5clO.\t! \ lA ·""'t•t Applicublr- tltl = liCit omllablt'. Tht' mformatum i11 tht' tth!m.· /1\f wm ohramt>d]mmtht' t·omf'dlllt'\ ftHt!d T(• the bt-.H of our ktlo~·lt'd~t' the mfomaatum \ll(lpltt·d i.s <Jtt·uratt' al of pre1 \
ltmt'. Whl/t< t'\'t 'r\' t:ffort I\ uwdr to t'II\IJTt' the tlCfUTcJ< \ ' tmd thomuthneH oftht• lnt, mmniom m1d t\'{'f1!f:Taphlcal ermn 1omrllmt' t)('Otr. Pll'tHr' \t'lld corr«tum\ or addlllon, tln n>mpan\' lt'ttnht>tld tn:Tht' Jnltmfl Empm.•
BwuiL'n Jm4rnal. PO. Bcu; /979. Rancho CI.Kanum~u. CA 9/729 /979. Rt>1t',m:ht·d hl Jant'tlt' Damion . Cop)·n~hrltBJ
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We've Merged or Reorganized. Now What?
Successfully Lead Through Major Organizational Change

I. Accept that in the eyes of
employees, a merger of equals
rarely occurs. The standard line
from senior management is that
..there are no winners and losers"
when two organizations come
together. Employees. however,
usuall) see it differently. The)
notice things like v.:hich name
the new company adopts. and
how many "legacy'" executives
from each company end up m
similar roles on the new executive team. Like it or not. employees keep score, and their initial
feelings toward all the changes
going on often depend on their
final tally.
As a leader, rather than arguing this point, you are much better off accepting it. and then
developing strategies and tactics
to offset any negative perceptions. For example, a~ much as
possible balance the new team
with executives from both legacy
companies/divisions/etc.
Certainly the best-person-forthe-job should always be your
primary criteria, but in the special case of a merger or reorg. a
perception that both sides get
representation is important to
consider too.
When meeting with employee groups, acknowledge your
desire to make it a merger of

some may be skepticaL and
that's okay. Ask them to judge
you and the process on what they
see, not what they may p1ck up
v1a the rumor mill. Let them
know you will promote and support employees based on skill set
and attitude gom g forward,
regardless of which group they
were affiliated with originally.
By doing this. you will beg m
settmg the expectations and
reachmg those who are w1lhng
to g1ve this change a shot if
properly led.
2. Go out of your way to get
to know new people. It\ easy to

stick with the people you know.
but the beSt exeCUtiVeS make a
point of gettmg to know the talents. skill sets and personalities
of those coming m from the new
organization. You never know
where hidden talent may lie, and
it's up to you to tlnd it. Don't
rely on rumor, individual reputations. or even HR. As much as
possible, spend time face to face
inside and outside the office with
potentially key people. Find out
what makes them t1ck; their values. their work ethic; how they
thmk and make decisiOns. Make
your assessments based on d1rect
experience as much as poss1ble.
3. Post merger especially.
pay attention to the psychological, not JUSt the logical aspects of
change. Pre-merger activity is
filled with logical analysis.
Everything from geographies ,
facilities, technical expertise,
market share, and supply chain
logistics are gone over with a
fine toothcomb, as mdeed they
should. Often, the 'soft' side of
the deal, i.e. culture and people.
gets short shrift. After all, it's
hard to get stuff like that on a
spreadsheet; if you can't graph
it, you can't analyze it, the thinking seems to go. So what's the
point? The point, of course, is
that all of your finely honed

you don't get people to act m
accordance with your logical
assumptions once the deal goes
through. Ignore the soft s1de of
the deal and you nm the n sk of
watching your logical plans sink
into a psycho logical swamp.
swallowed up by employee fear
and resistance .
To avoid th1 s outcome,
active!) involve people in making the change happen as much
as poss1ble. Get them so busy m
meaningful activ lly around executing the change they don ' t
have time to worry or complain
about it. Getting them involved
on teams and focu s groups will
not only help you make better
dec1sions (after all. they kno w
their day-to-day business better
than you do) but employee buyin and commitment to dec1s1ons
will increase.
4 . Be honest: Share what \ m
1t for them, both the good and
the bad. Th1s point is so basic it 's
often
ove rlooked . Leaders
assume people will naturally see
the mherent benefits of change.
or they emphas1ze aspects
employees care little about. For
example. to tout the benefits of
the change to stockholders is all
well and good. but will do httle
to calm the fears of employees
who may fee l threatened by
what the change portends for
their personal welfare.
Make sure you can clearly
and easily articulate how benefits will accrue to those employees who embrace the change. At
the same time, be honest about
the potential downside: if the
change will result in some pam
and sacrifice (loss of jobs, positions, or a change in geography,
for example) be up front about
that too. Early on in any change
process the same question is
paramount on people's minds:
'What is this change all about
and how will it impact me?'
Until you adequately answer

RE~L
·~

you share will be tuned out. or
worse, misinterpreted as fulfillmg employees· worst fears and
expectations.
5. Passion plus patience
eq uals lo ng-tem1 success: It\
no rmal for senior executives in
the power seats. those act1vely
involved in making dec1s1ons up
and down the !me, to feel more
passionate about change. After
all . they have been act1vely
involved from the get go, can see
the benefits and how it can work
long-term, and feel personally
invested. For many of the rest.
they can feel as if they are just
along for the ride, sometimes on
a JOurney the) d1d not ask for.
nor necessaril) agree with. They
may have heard the rumors hut
have felt powerless up till now to
do anything about it.
Let patience be your guide.
If you foll ow some of the steps
o utlmed above, t.e. get people
involved in the change, tell the
truth about where you arc headed, why you are going there and
ask for the1r he lp along the way.
most will get on board.
A Final Word
For many executives analyzmg the busmess case, putting the
s trategic and tactical pieces
toge ther, and gettmg the deal
done constitutes the easiest and
most fun aspect of leading maJor
organizatiOnal change Such
'left-brain' acllvities define thetr
comfort zone. Less comfortable
perhaps is the people part addressing the emotions and the
needs of employees whose buyin you need to succeed.
However, it must be done. Bemg
a leader of change means sometimes stepping out of your comfort zone to help employees reestablish theirs.

For more information,
please
visit:
www.TheRinglnTheRubble.com.
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By Gary Bradt
Today, companies get bought
and sold at a d1zzymg rate, and
reorganizations happen like
clockwork. These changes are
usually made with the best of
intentions but unfortunately
don't always end up With the
intended results. That's because
leaders pay attention to the logical aspech of the process, i.e . the
business case. but not nearly
enough attention to the psychological aspects. i.e. JU:>t how do
we get people to enthus1asncally
embrace this new entity and/or
new way of doing business?
Following are five keys to
meeting this challenge.
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d1stnhutor of natural foods and
related produch including nutritional supplement\. personal care
1tems and organic produce. 1n the
Unued States. The landlord.
Cactus Commerce LLC. v.as
repped hy G us Andro'> and .John
Murphy
ot
Collins
C ommercia l
and
Bruce
Springer
of
Grubb
&
Ellis . . . . . "latlonal auto parts
retailer AutoZone 1nked a liveyear. 59.2 mtllton rene1\al tor a
446.600-sq -fl. ('ii0.34/sl/ mo )
1\arehousc/distrihutlon facilll) at
IROO Wineville Road. east of 1l.'i and north of Hv. y 60. The
huildtng. v.h1ch 111cludes 14.000
~q. ft.
of mc11an1n.: space.
serve-. as AutoZone\ West
Coast dtstnbut1on center The
propcrt) 1s 0\\n<:d by Ontario
Industrial Partner'>. '' h1ch ''as
represented 111 the transaction h)
'\lichael Wood ot Sares*Regis
Group's Commercial Propert}
Management Sen ices dl\ 1s1on.
!\like McCraQ of C olliers
Internationa l
repped
AutoZone. ''hose pre\ 10us lease
for the space v. as for I0
years .. ....... In
Rancho
Cucamonga. a new 161.000-sq.ft. office/retai I project is slated to
get undcmay in the commg
months. \\ ith completion anticipated for summer 2009. Called
Ha\en Point. the project \\Ill he
built by Opus We<,t on a I0-acre
land parcel that they just
.JA.FAi\1
acqu1red
from
Corporation for $10 mil. The
project w1ll encompass a fourstory. 1-+0k-sq.-ft. oftice budding, 16k sq. ft. of comer retail
space and a freestanding, dn ve
thru-approvcd .'ik-sq.-ft. hanJ..
pad ......... Located on the west
s1de of Haven Ave between Civ1c
Center Blvd. and Arrow Route,
Haven Point 1s 1deall) located
across from Rancho Cucamonga
City Hall and the San Bernardino
County Courthouse in the burgeon mg Ha1en corndor. The
new cen ter will o ffe r d irect
access to Interstates I0 and 15.

and 1s 111 close proxumt) to the
amenlt)-rich \~ctona Gardens . •t
n.:11 1.3 msl It fest) le C~'lllL'r.
Ta} lor lng antl '\lichael Da) ol
C B Richa rd E llis are responsi ble for marJ..et1ng the property to
potenual oiT1ce tenant\ Ton)
Archer and Matt Burnett. also
with C BRE. have the ltstmg for
the
retail
and
bani-.:
space . ..... .. . In other development news. an 18-acre. 20-htuldmg bus1ness park 111 Lake
Elsmore 1s slated to get under\\a) 111 Fehruaf) 2CXl8 The project. Fairwa) Bus ines<, Park. is
tailored to sJ.!Isfy ''hat project
offic1als .,ay 1s ,t \ 01d for a "'wide
range of opuons for bustnesses."
The development recei1 ed city
counul appn)\al of the proJect
earlier th1s month Upon linal
budd-out, the S Vi million
Fain' ay Business Park v. ill
comprise 280.000 sq. ft of \\arehouse. light industnal and oflice
space on Pasadena Street. situated between Th1rd .tnd Chan.:;
streets. along the key 1-15 corridor. The project. which \\Ill be
the second largest hus1ness park
111 Lake Elsmore. b a 1 enture of
\ 1anhattan
Beach-based
Fairwa) Commercial Partners
and Adler Realt) lmestmcnts.
out of Woodland H1lls. Phase
one of the bus mess part.. v. til
comprise nine build1ng' includtng three dock-high structures
from 20.000 sq. ft. to 31 ,000 sq.
ft.. four buildmg' from 8.000 sq.
ft. to I0.000 sq. ft. wuh appro.,ed
outdoor storage, and two mulutenant buildtngs dl\ isiblc dO\\ n
to 1.500 sq. ft. Phase one 1s
expected to be a\ailable for lease
or sale by the fourth quarter of
200R. Total proJeCt completiOn 1s
slated for 20 I0.

This column provu/e.1 a rl!l"tew o/
rhe lares/ C0/111/tacial real e.\la/e
aclil'tt\' rhrouglwlll the Inland
Empire. fr is produced in a joinr
media effort hetween the Inland
Empire Bt1.1ine\.\ Journal and
Rent,·.com, a leadmr!, Inremer
real e.\W/1! new.\ .life ll'hic!t /w.1
heen cm·erinf!. rhe illllllllr\ in
California for nine vean. For
more commercial real e1tare
infomwrton
from
around
California, f!.Oio 11"\\W.renll'.com.
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When Do We Learn?
St:\ en ) ear~ of fat and st:\ en
ol lean.
It·~ a common rule of economic~ that you can fmd 111 histOr) ~h ''ell a... 111 the Old
fL'stamcnt. We abo sa).
e
for a rain) da; ...
We 'a) these things but \\C
don't do them.
Gmernor
Sch\\ ar.renegger sa) s '' e should
ha\ e stancd '<I\ mg monL') during California's good time ... to
help em er the debt in the budget gap ... of the reces-,ton.
Thts '' a great ttk,t.
Ontano's
Skropos put II IIllO pr.1Cl1Le
<~bout a tlecade ,tgo. In fact, former C,tltforma gm ernor., -.ug
gested it for the \late .ts far hack
<1~ Ronald Reagan and C\ en Earl
\\ arren Sacramento JU~t llC\ er
got around to domg tl
Well. heck. We JUst came out
ol .tbout 15) cars of good time ....
Sure ga~ '' S3 a gallon ! lousing
ts out of 'ight. \\'e '' ht'>tle past
the gi,t\ t:) ard \\ hcnc,cr someone t.tlb about a rcce,swn
So, 111 the immoi1,tl \\ ords of
\l AD mag,tzinc·., Allred E.
:\c\\ man. " W hat. me \\orr)·>"
O\\ ''e have a S1.' b tllion
budget gap The mont:) the
Ind ian gambltng c.tstn<h h,t\ c
promised u ... \\on't cmcr our
debts. And imagine ''here \\e·d
be tf the tribes \\ Crcn't here to
ba il us o ut.

··s,1,
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Industry Veteran to Helm Marketing Effort for Basin Water

By J oe Lyons

\ear~

Febnar) 200H

Bastn Watet. Inc. (NASDAQ:BWTR). announced the
appointm.:nt ol Rtchard A .
Reese h) tis hoard of director-.
to serY.: as an c\ecutl\·e offtccr
of the compan). \\llh th.: till.:
\ICC pr<.:stdent Of mark.:ting.
Rees.: ts a I 'i year \'t:teran 1n
mark.:ttng. sales and Integra
liOn Of tcchnoiOg) IntO s<.:n IC<.:hast:d bu'inc".:' for the tndustrial and muntctpal \\at.:r ,md
\\ a'll'\\ at.:r
mark.:t s.
lmmcdtatcl) pnor to jotntng
Bas111 Water, he s.:n cd a ... \icc
pre'ltlent and general manager.
aftermarket. for Sicm.:ns \\'atn
Tcchnologtc.,, ,1 world leader tn
\\ ,ttcr and '' astl'\\ ater products,
cquipm.:nt and sen tc.: lk has
b.:en \\ tlh Ba'ln \\later stnLe
September of 2007. and during
that tunc has h.:.:n r.:spon.,tbl.:
for ,t!igntng both the compa11) 's t.:chnolng) ,tnd 'en ICe'

The .,t,lle ''Ill ha\ e to
'impo . . e
stnct
spendtng
re.,ll·,unts · in order to ·pr.:scn e
essen! tal ~ervtces. ·
But here is the '' or... t pan
The gm ernor has stated that
he hates haYing to -.11 acros' the
table from people repre.,cnt ing
sen tors, Atd., · 'tctim'>. the aib.
medtcal care. the em trolllllL'nt.
and a tlo;cn other tssuc~. ,tnd
tell t:\ cr) one that hts h.mds .m:
tied and the state ju't Lan't help
an) more
\\hat I don't understand is
''h) he doc ... n 't tell c\ et") one
\\ ho care' that tl the) cared
enough. tht:) \\Ottld find ... olutton., to our problenl\ "ithout
hcl\ tng to run up to Sat r,unento
.tllthe tunc.
\\lh.:n do \\C stop makmg
g<ncrnment the chart!) of fu·st
rc~on for C\ cr; thmg!
In th.: mo\ ic "Oh God'' John
D.:mcr .t~kcd the Almtght). in
the guise ol George Burns,
" I hm c.tn ) ou aiiO\\ all of th.:
pain ,md -,utTering 111 the
\\ orld !" G.:org.: (God) replt.:d.
"HO\\ L,lll ) ou?"
Perh,tp., tf ''e took thts little
le ...... on from an old mo' tc to
heart. th.: governor ·s prohl.:m-..
the State\ problems .•md. most
unport.tntl). our 0\\ n problems
could he dealt \\ ith
A little personal rcspons ibtl
it) can go a long wa).

ofknngs and tts sales force
with the needs of the nation'' tde markctpl.tcc.
According to Mtk.: Stark,
pre-.id.:nt and chid opcratmg
officer of Ba-.in Water. Reese's
appotntm.:nt und.:rltncs the
compan) 's commitment to
d.:\ cloping a t.:am of top indus
tr) talent to m,mage its continumg gro,\lh "2007 ''as a ) .:ar
of btg changcs at Ba.,lll. and
R tchard ·,
p.:rt'orm.tnce
tn
d.:\l:lop111g
thc
mark.:ttng
strategies and capahi I it ic.,
n.:.:dcd for both our gcographt
tal C\pan-.wn ,md our cnlr)
into stratcgtl' 111dustn,tl m,trk.:ts
h.ts b.:en c\cmpl,tr) ...... atd
'-,tark "Rtchard tS .t prcn.:n
team butldct '' llh a .,trong traLk
r.:cord of stimulatmg gnmth
,tnd proltt '' nhtn com pic\ sen
iccs-on.:ntcd
organ ttat ion'
B.t ... in is pot'>L'tl to mm.: for

Offshore Engtneenng. Re.:se
holds a B S dcgrce in ocean
engtn.:cnng from Texas A&M
Lnt\crsll) and an MBA from
th.: L ni' .:rsit) of Tc\as.
Ba\tn \Vater. Inc. ts a
rrm itkr of reliable. long-t.:rm
pr<KC\S soluttons for a range of
cli.:nts. \\ hich tnclude-, dcstgnlllg. hutldtng and tmpkmcnting
S) stems for the tr.:atm.:nt ol
contaminat.:d ground\\ ,ltcr, the
tr.:atm.:nt of\\ aste\\at.:t, ,,a-,tc
r.:duction and rcsourc.: rctm
.:ry. Bastn Water employ' treatm.:nt technologies including its
O\\ n proprictar). \C.tlahlc tonC\changc "ell head trcatm.:nt
S) stem, ,tlong '' tlh ,t ho.,t ol
oth.:r tr.:.ttment technologte'>
dc\lgnL·d to meet customer
n.:.:tls Additwnal tnformatton
ma) be found on the com pan) 's
\\ cb sttc· \\\\\\.bas Ill\\ .ttnsom.

HON ha~ a line of furniture that\ durable enough to handle
almost anythmg. And 11 s all barked

by a limtted lifettme warranty.

PRINTING - TRADITIONAL,
VARIABLE DATA & ON·OEMANO

Smart now. Smarter later.

NATIONAL AsSOCIATION OF

WoMENBusI NEss OWNERS
The National Association of Women Business Owners - IE
will hold their monthly business development lunch meeting
on February 21 from 11 :30 a.m. to 1:30
at the DoubleTree Ontario A irport, Ontario.
For more information or to register
for this event, please visit
www.nawbo-ie.org
The Speaker: Janet Steiner, Thoro Packaging
Topic: Growing A Business. A Template for Success

ward tnto 200X, and to e-.tablish a national presence 111 both
th.: munictpal and indu-.tnal
\\ at.:r tr.:atmcnt markets... he
adtkd.
Dunng his 10 )Car tenure
wtth LSFtlter and )tcmcns
Water Tcchnologt.:s. Reese abo
held post !Ions as s.:nior 'ice
pr.:-,idcnt. marketing - -.cr\ ic.:s
group. \ tc.: prcstdcnt - custom.:r s.:n tcc .tnd sattsfactton.
and \ tc.: prcstdcnt and gcn.:ral
rnanager - rcCO\ cry s.:n ices
)outh\\Cst Pnot to JOining
l )!titer.
R.:es.: served in
r.:gional 'tc.: pr.:sidcnt and
hu'in.:" de' .:lopment role-,
'' tth \1oble) E~n' ironm.:ntctl
<;en tC<.:\, Inc. <han Operation-.
manager for Bnm ntng I <.:ITt\
wa . . lc '\1anag.:mcnt c;,) ... tcms
lnL., ,111d as an .:ngtne.:r for R.J.
Bro\\ 11 and
\ssonalL'' or
\mcrica and J.P.
K.:nn)

Put ICG on your 2008 marketing team!
We're your #1 source for wtnnrng
markettng solutions.

Call 951-278-0575

Fullmer
... Expect More
To learn more about HON's
complete line of furntture, contact
Ellyn Schiavo
951·3141159
schiavoe@fullmeroffice.com
www.fullmeroffice.com
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Independent Banks

Prop. 93: Not What It Seems

Huukt•tl h.' lotul h't'h '''of \t•ptt•mht-r 2007
Bank ~tuue
Address
City, State, l1p

By Bill Leonard,
'\I ember State Board of I< qualitation
Proposition 93 ts th~ most
misunderstood
statt:\\ tde
m~;hure on the Feb 5th hallot. The \ttorne) General's
ballot summary and the proponents campaign for this
tnittatlve are intentionally
misleading: The) sed. to con' 1nce 'oters that Prop. 93
\\Ould strengthen term limits.
Instead. It \\Ould actuall)
''eaken term limit\ ''hilc creating unfatr loopholes lor
incumhenh
In fact. OYer HO percent of
current legislators '' ould ha\ e
their time 111 otlice increased
h;. Proposition 93. A sp.:ctal
pro' is1on lor mcumhent Ia''makers would allow -12 current legislators to run for
additional terms e\en though
the) ha,·e reached thetr term
limits this ;ear. tneluding
Assembl) Speaker Fabian
'\unet and Senate President
Pro Tempore Don Perata.
I ha'e al\'a)s been an
opponent of term limits. hut
the \Oters belie\e othen\ise.
If th~ \Oters wish to lengthen
term limits. then those new
rules should appl) to C\ er)
cititen of Californ1a and to
C\ er; former legislator. not
JUst the current legislators
who ''ant to rem am in office.
Other than the ob' ious
self-interest. you would hope
that legislators would address
more important issues of go'ernance. We need a new redistricting process to eliminate
uncompetllive.
gerr)mandered legislative districts. We
need to scrap our comple\
campaign finance laws that
primari 1; benefit incumbents
by makmg it difficult for challengers to raise money. We
need strict
constitutional
spending limits to force our
ever-growing state government to live w ithm its means.
We need legislators and gov-

ernors to focus on ft'\tng
e'\lsttng gO\ ernment programs
before thq. create an;. more
new ones. We need to realite
that the gro'' th in distnct populations makes it more difri-

cult for lq!~Siators to communicate "tth thetr constltuc.:nh
and rc.:.,pond to tht'lr needs.
(Our state: populatiOn was one:
million 111 11\79 ''hen we
adopted
our
current

Constitution'' tth -10 Senator'
'\o\\. '' tth our populatton
e\ceedtng 37 million pc.:ople,
we arc approachmg one mil-
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SALES

Newer and Bigger Is Just Not Better

Seven Service Behaviors to Boost Your Bottom Line
By Joe Takash

By]. Allen Leinberger
Kathryn walked into a
prospective client's office with
low expectations of winning. ln
her mind. she knew the chance
of her small marketing firm getting the nod for such a lucrative
contract over her bigger, more
established competitors. was
low.
When the senior vice president greeted her. Kathryn was
pleasant but her enthustasm and
confidence level could be aptly
described as "low voltage."
The meeting wasn't terrible. but
Kathryn was correct. it wasn't
going to win her firm a rainmaking contract. And it didn't.
Poor Kathryn.
Question: What does the
weather and how old you are
have in common?
Answer: You have no control over either.
Question: What are some
things you CAN control?
Answer: Every winning
service behavior you're about to
read. If you apply them with
passion and consistency. your
business results will unequivocally improve. and swiftly.

I. Make a great first
impression: It sounds academic. but start paying attention to
how people greet you. Do they
smile at you? Do they convey
warmth and enthusiasm? Do
they ask questions and show
interest in you? ABC in sales
means "Always Be Closing."
Bunk! Try ABO: "Always be
opening." This is what sets the
tone for profitable relationships.
Winning
Behaviors:
a.
Smile, firm friendly handshake,
direct and pleasant eye contact.
Motivational pioneer, Earl
Nightingale said, "Treat every
person you meet like he or she
is the most important person on
earth, because to that person

they arc." Rtght on, Earl.
2. Be a name-learning
machine: When I ask seminar
participants, "How are you at
remembering peoples· names:
A) Fantasttc? B) ot-so-hot? C)
Embarrassingly bad?," I'm still
amazed that more than 90 percent check off B or C. Fact:
Names mean money in bustness. They create a comfortable
atmosphere. make people feel
great. Oh, and they are a competitive advantage.
a. Winning Behaviors: Ask
people's names. When you forget immediately, (which we all
do). ask again. Then create
associations like "Donna from
Detroit" or "Stan the man."
Write names down. Use them
while speaking to people. Most
of aiL practice the name-game
everywhere. You'll get in great
name shape.
3. Be a fantastic listener:
Most people are lousy listeners.
Sound negative? Sorry, but it's
true. Think of three exceptional
listeners. and I'll bet it takes a
while. Yet, listening is at the top
for qualities that make up great
leaders, sales people. coaches,
teachers and business owners.
a. Winning Behaviors: Ask
open-ended questions. Practice
silence. Do not interrupt or finish peoples' sentences. Show
nonverbal
attentiveness.
Paraphrase what others said to
show respect and gain accurate
understanding. Show emotional support and empathy by trying to understand their perspective. Most of all, be fully
engaged. Excellent listening is
not just smart business, it says a
lot about your character.
4.
Create
common
ground: This is when you and
others can relate to each other
because of a shared interest or

experience. When people have
things in common. seeds of
trust are planted, friendliness
and com fort are accelerated,
and all this opens the floodgate
for many business opportunities.
a. Winning Behaviors: Get
great at asking questtons that
lead to shanng information like,
·'So John, where arc you from
originally?" "Dtd you do anything fun last weekend?"
"Anything exciting you 'rc looking forward to?" By learning
about people beyond the workplace, you discover a whole
world that they are passionate
about, much of which you can
relate to or make a link. Make
these questions habits and
you 'II soon be standing tall on
common ground.
5. Show constant appreciation: The Godfather of psychology, William James, said,
"The deepest principle in
human nature is the craving to
be appreciated." We all love to
be recognized. It feeds our spirit and soul. lt motivates us to
perform better and show loyalty
to those who pay us kudos.
a. Winning Behaviors: Send
thank you cards every week.
Fact: If you don't send handwritten thank you notes to customers or clients who give you
business (regularly!), you are
losing money. Taking time to
show gratitude is about class on
a personal level and it creates a
bonding that shows concern on
a professional level. Whether
you appreciate by pen. by phone
or in person, make it a habit.
People like to do business with
people they like.

how
those
relationships
progress depends on how you
respond to that adversity.
a. Winning Behaviors: Be
willing to say, ''I'm sorry that I
spoke to you like that" or
"Team. before we start this
meeting, I need to admtt fault
over how I handled a client sttuation.'' Remember, your best
relationshtps are not built. They
are rebuilt.
7. Be posithely contagious: Why is that you can be
wide awake, but when you sec
someone yawn, you yawn? Just
writing "yawn" right now
makes me want to yawn. You're
probably yawning too. stop it.
Human actions arc contagwus.
so why not be positively contagious? This attracts coworkers
and builds morale; tt connects
with clients and builds business.
a. Winning behaviors: Use
positive words, choose to look
for the best in others, walk with
confidence. speak with a genuine passion and treat people
with dignity.

If Kathryn vtewed her marketing firm as every bit as powerful as her larger competitors
and if she opted to sec herself
and the benefits she could bring
any prospect as breakthrough
value, how do you think her
interview would have turned
out?
Realistically, one never
knows, but perhaps she should
have remembered: "People do
not judge you by what you think
or feel, only by what you say
and do."
Your behaviors are what
counts most. Play to win.

"Vista is a four letter word "
That was the comment
recently from the head of an
Inland Empire non-profit group
who has spent the first part of
this year lookmg for old ftles
and sttting onlme wattmg for
tech support to pick up the
phone and assist htm.
He had used Windows :woo
and had not upgraded when XP
came out. ow he has Vista and
he finds himself between the
computer equivalent of a rock
and a hard place. Vista doesn't
work and he can't go back to
2000. The trick for htm is to ask
Microsoft for the reload disks.
They have to give them to h1m.
but they won't send them tf he
doesn't ask for them
As Yosarian sat d. 'That\
some catch. that Catch 22."
I wrote of this problem
some months ago when
Microsoft first came out with
their new operating system. l
felt, at the time, that my
beloved Apple people would
have their new OS X operatmg
system up and running. bug
free, when it hit the market.
Such is not the case.
Leopard. the new operating
system out of Cupertino, is
turning out to he a ntghtmare.
Where the Mac programs have
been noted for bemg hug free

Visit Joe Takaslt at his
Website www.joetakaslt.com or
call (888) 918 3999.

told me that is wasn't JUSt my
incompetence , everyone has
trouble. As soon as 1 began to
tell her my problems, she interrupted tO ask If f was on
Leopard.
How dtd she know·J
Well. when we linally got
thtngs up and runnmg. a seen
message appeared to warn me
about the problems ("tssucs" is
the euphemism they use) that
AOL subscribers are having
wllh Leopard.
First is the Welcome screen.
lt no longer works.
You can go to www.aol.com
for news and entertainment
updates. or JUSt ignore the
whole thing. Do you real!; care
about what stuptdtty Britncy
Spears got into toda}? Do not
try the new AOL desktop Beta
test. They are available to you
online but they don't work. If
anythmg. they will tic up or
freeze up your computer even
worse.
Some people cannot read
their e-mail now on Mac OS X.
If so. Mac users can use the
Safari function to go around to
http://mai l.aol.com.
In my case. I can open my
mail but the screen will not
enlarge. Pictures and fancy anwork press releases that I get
cannot be seen in full

The preferences function
does not work in the AOL
menu. AOL says you can go to
Keyword: Preferences, but f
can't get that to work for me. I
keep my password tn the preference file. ow I have to type
it in every time I sign on.
Actually that's better for security. l should be grateful.
One other problem ts
attachments. If you have ever
sent ftles or pictures as an
attachment. now the little icon
ts gone. AOL recommends that
you drag and drop your file
onto the attachment window.
This works for me and docsn 't
take any more time.
If these tips don·t help go to
http://he lp.aol.com/hc lp/ product/macaol/.
AOL promises me that they
are working with Apple and
they hope to have e>erythmg
fixed hy the end of March .
That's all well and good, but I
also lost my entire collcctton of
phone numbers and contacts in
my Palm Desktop, along with
my calendar.
Meanwhile. my friend with
the Vtsta problem is trying to
get the reload disks 111 order to
stan fresh.
Good luck to him. and to all
of us. I hope.
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6. Apologize and Admit
Fault: Every long-term relationship is challenged with
times of conflict and tension.
Yet, the identifying marker of

and virus protected, the hug
new program is JUSt not there .
I should have known there
was a problem when Appk
refused to send out a rcv1ew
copy If I wanted it, I was told,
I could buy it just like everybody else. MO\ ie critics have
learned that when a film is not
available for revtcw, it ts a sure
stgn of a loser. I hate to say it
but Mr. Jobs must be working
on stuffing and mincemeat pie.
His turkey has arrived.
Let's start with the obvtous.
The new system docs not recognize the old OS 9 documents.
When the first OS X programs
came out, we were told that OS
9 would not work but it would
remam in the computer as a
separate start up system called
Classic.
Now, all of the documents
that you and I have written tn
the old system can no longer be
retneved. We had better have
backed them up and printed
them out somewhere.
Then there is the c-mai I
problem.
I have been happ)' to usc
AOL for better than a do,..cn
year~ now. It has served me
well. Suddenly nothing works
an)' more. After some ttmc
online to tech support, I talked
to a ntce lad; named Ann who
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new officers ...

NAI Inland Empire Market Report
Th~

··tnland Empire·· 1s one of
the nauon"s most act1\e and
dynamic real e-,tate markets. Over
the past decade. the area has
added 939.000 residents. a 31 o/c
increase. and 475.000 jobs. a 56%
increase. In 2007 alone. job
growth increased 3.6o/c. adding
46,000 new jobs. While 1ts future
growth rate is projected to slow
from this heady pace. the area \~ill
still remam one of the fastest
growing metropolitan areas in the
nation.
This strong growth in population and employment has fueled
growth in demand for all categories of real estate. For the mdustrial market. demand has also been
stimulated by migration of firms
unable to find space that meets
their needs in the adjacent very
tight Los Angeles, Onmgc County
and San Diego markets.
et
absorption in 2007 totaled an
exceptional 20 million square feet.
with much of the activity shifting
to Inl;md Empire East. where a
construction boom is taking place.

r--· ·

- --

-

Currently. there is 2' million
square feet under-construction.
Big-box distributiOn, 111 particular
facilities of at least 500.000 square
feet. remams a key portion of the
market. Vacancy rates in Inland
Empire West are tight. in the 3%
range. In Inland Empire East.
however, they are ncar I0% due to
the construction boom takmg
place. Sales-pnce growth appears
to have slowed to a healthy moderate-ascension pattem.
The Inland Emp1re office
market had over I million square
feet of new product come online
in 3Q of 2007. with over 58% of
that figure bemg absorbed before
construction was complete. Due
to the continuing development of
new product, office vacancy rates
increased to approximately II%
in the 3Q of 2007. which was up
from approximately 7.5Cfc in
2006. Because mortgage companies are continuing to downsize
and there is significant development underway. the vacancy rate
is prOJected to nse.

Retail and sen ICc-r~lated
retail remam excepuonally strong,
supported by the sheer magmtude
of the growth in population.
Anchor/national tenant demand is
very strong, and most existing tenants are also lookmg to expand.
Ground-up development IS barely
keeping pace with this demand.
The Inland Empire's residential market is currently undergoing
a crisis. stimulated by the end of a
speculallve boom (median prices
grew 260Cfc from 1997 to 2007).
the tightening of excessively permissive financmg critena and an
oversupply
of
mventory.
Riverside and San Bernardino
Counties now have the third-highest foreclosures-per-household
rate in the country, behind Las
Vegas and Detroit. This obviously
will have a negative 1m pact on the
housing and residenual-land markets in the shon-tem1. However.
with the area still growing by
approximately 30.000 households
per year. the corrccuon 1s not
expected to be long-lived.

~---
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mayor pro-tem.
Jim Tumey 1s an attomey 111
the Business Transactions and
Fin;mce Practice Group of Best
Best & Krieger LLP. His practice
is focused on real estate development and business transactions.
In his early career, Tumey
performed financial management
and strategic plannmg functions
with the Ford Motor Company
and Eastman Kodak. He has also
taught undergraduate and MBA
courses at the USC School of
Business.
Turnery earned h1s BSB from
the University of Minnesota.
MBA at the Univer~ity of Detroit.
PhD with USC and JD from the
University of California, Hastmgs
College of Law.
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PSEDC's officers for 2008
include:

Jon Caffery First Priority
Mortgage
Maryellen Hill Maryellen
Hill ;md Associates
Todd Hooks Agua Caliente
Band of Cahuilla Indians
Pat Lilly - Palm Desert
National Bank
Steve Nichols Nichols
Properties
Du<me Rohrbaugh
Wyndham Palm Springs
Jim Tumey - Best Best and
Krieger
Cathy Van Hom - City of
Palm Springs
Mama Van Hom- Mama V<m.
Hom Consulting

1007

I.

6.

Ed Torres. president ProActive Land Development
& Business Sef\ Ices
Lyn Calerdine. \Ice president
- LSA Associates
Jeff Gobble. secretary
Canyon National B<mk
Kathy Hallock. treasurerRabobank

# LL l'n>J.
(('Untpll'ltd)

Cit~.

Rolltn

( tlmmerct.tl/lndustr al ProjeCt'
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Kurt Roth,. tiler
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John Gom1l~
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Stephen Panko"
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Board Memb.:rs for 200X
include:

INDUSTRIAL
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Manufacturing
High Tech/R&D

U•ted A/pha/Jetica/(1·
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SUBURBAN OFFICE
New Construction (AAA)
Class A (Prime)
Class B (Secondary)

Top Commercial I Industrial Contractors
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Inland Empire (Riverside/San Bernardino) At A Glance
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Dutton report...
cmrrinuedfrom pg. 13

Should You Give Up On Cold Calling as a Small
Business Marketing Tool?
By Charlie Cook
Ever had second thoughts
about usmg cold calling to find
ne'"' clients?
Before you p1cJ... up the
phone to make a single coldcalL there are several things you
should J...novv. FiN, fe'"' people
are naturally successful at cold
calling.
Second. cold calling has a
bad reputation as a marJ...eting
tooL Most people find cold calls
intrusive and obnoxious.
Third, conversiOn rates for
cold calls are typically about
2o/c, compared to 20% for solid
leads and 50% for referrals.
With three strikes against
cold calling. shouldn't you cross
this marketing strategy off your
list once and for all? No! The
reason most cold calls fail is
simply because they're done
wrong.
If you"re thinking of givmg
up on using the phone to generate leads, first ask yourself if it
b cold calhng that annoys people, or the way it's done. Don't
throw the baby out with the
bathwater - many small businesses have been built on the
basis of successful cold-calling
campaigns.
One of my clients. Steve,
confessed that he didn't want to
be bothered with most small
business marketing activities.
Give him a list of leads and a
phone and in a couple of hours
and he could find a warm
prospect. Instead of alienating
prospects. his cold calls resulted
in more business.
Cold-calling worked for
Steve because he was a master
at it. You too can become a master of cold calling when you
know how to prepare and how
to make the calls using the strategy detailed below.

Why Do People Hate Most
Cold Calls?
We're all assaulted by hundreds of advertismg messages
each day. Many we choose to
1gnore. a select few catch our
interest. The ones that annoy us
the most arc the ones we arc
forced to pay attention to without any ch01cc. If you '"'ant to
overcome this natural resist ance, you 'II need to find out
hovv to make your cold-calls
less mtrus1vc.

Get
Your
Permission

Prospects'

One of the most effective
ways to generate a lead on your
Website is to ask a prospect to
g1ve you h1s or her e-mail
address and then. with their permission, send them ideas and
informatiOn they want.
The same is true when you
pic"- up the phone to call a
prospect. Get your prospect \
perm1ssion. g1ve them the
information they want, and you
can generate a warm lead and a
sale.
The traditional approach to
small business marketing and
cold calling shoves a 'sell' in the
prospect's face. Most people
don't respond well to this.
The more effective alternative is to get a prospect's attention, ask permission, find out
what they .want and then give
them what they asked for.

How To Generate Leads
and Sales With Your Phone
Calls
Before you make the call;
prepare for your marketing success
A. Don't blindly pick up the
phone and expect to get results.
When at all possible, research
your prospects' needs. The more

you know about what they want.
the more effective you 'II be on
the phone. Depending on who
you' re calling, you can :
• Research the indiVIdual
company and per\on to 1dent1fy
problem areas where you could
be or assistance. Send a lette r o r
a sen cs of postcards in advance
of your calL
• Usc a response form on
your Web s1tc o r a postcard to
prompt your prospects to tell
you what they arc lool-.ing for.
On the form . ask the prospect to
tell you what h1s b1ggest or most
intractable problem is. When a
prospect completes an inquiry
form on your Web site, you ' ve
got the most important thmg to a
successful call: their permission
for you to contact them agam. to
discuss how you can help them.
Survey your ex1sting
clients to define the 3-5 reasons
they find your products and
serviCeS valuable.
B. Your first object1ve with
a prospect isn't to sell to them.
Before a sale can take place you
need to establish rapport and
find out what they want and
need. If you haven't already
done th1s with your marketing.
then you'll need to take the first
couple of calls to do this and
then you can move towards a
sale.
Making the call with your prospect-

partner

I. State your name and ask
the prospect if they have a
moment. (Get their permissiOn
to continue the conversation.)
2. If they're busy, schedule a
time to call back. This way

you' ve got the ir penn iss ion to
have the next conversation.
3. Give them a reason to listen. Let them know yo u' ll be
brief and te ll them why you arc
ca lling. Te ll them what your
firm docs 111 tem1s o r the benefits you prov ide. Fo r example.
' We he lp hote ls hJ...e yours
mcrease boo kings and generate
more revenue per guest.·
4. Tell them you'd li ke to
ask the m a couple of questio ns
and get their perm ission to proceed. Then find o ut what's
work ing and what 's not and
what types o f solutions they arc
looking fo r.
5. Summarize what they ' ve
told you about the ir needs and
wants. Then asJ... them if you
could solve the problems they
just told you they wanted
solved. whether it'd be worth It
to schedule another time to talk
further. Next. schedule a meeting or follow-up conversation.
Advertismg. Web sites, email, and sales letters are great
ways to market your produc ts
and services. but... picking up
the phone and personally talkmg to a prospect can get immediate results when you apply
fundamental marketing principles and techniques.
Use these five steps to master marketing on the phone and
you' II generate more lead and
sales-and have more fun marketing on the phone.

an swer or not vv ill be dctermll1ed over t he com1ng
week s, but one th1ng 1s fo r
the
State
of
ce rtain,
Cal ifo rn 1a has to change how
it spe nds your tax dollars,
and Increasing taxes doesn ' t
so lve t he problem.
Funding Illega l A liens
As
t he
Legis lat ure
debates t he bu dge t over the
ne xt several weeks a nd
month s, cons 1der this
accordin g to a stu dy do ne by
the F e deration fo r A m e ri can
Immi g ra ti on Reform, m ore
tha n $ 10 b ill io n a yea r of
your tax d o ll ars a re s pe nt
supp o rt ing i ll ega l a liens.
That
1ncl udes
p roviding
health care, e d ucation an d
wel fa re be nefi ts to t hese
indi vid uals.
The Los Angeles County

Department of Public Social
Sen 1ces di\closed that illegal al1cns in Los Angeles
County collected more than
$37 1111llion dollar\ in welfare and food stamp allocati ons dunng the month of
ovember. This represents a
$3 m ll l10n dollar mcreasc
s ince September.
Los
Ange les County projected
the cost of supp lymg these
Ill ega l aliens with we lfare
assistance and food stamp
a ll ocations for 2007 will
tota l $444 million dollars.
So as we look at what
se rv ices should be cut, we
can sta rt by making sure that
o nl y those who are in th1s
coun try legally are recc1ving
serv 1ces fun ded by your tax
d o ll ars.
If we d1d that, a b1g part
of o ur spending problem
wou ld be solved!

or in parr. on information prm·ided h> the Smirh Barner, a din.1ion
of Cirigroup Global Markets Inc.
Ciriswmp, 111( .• if.\ affiliare.\,
and if.\ employee.\ are nor in the
bus111e.\s ofprovuling tcLr or lexct!
advice The1·e materia/.1 and wn•
tax-related statemenl.\ are not
ill/ended or wrillen 10 he used,
and camwr be used or relied
upon. hv any such taxpayer for
rhe purpose of avoiding lax
penalties. Tlu:-related statemellls,
if anv, IIU/V have been written 111
connecrwn wrth the "promotion
or marketing" of rhe tran\acrion(s) or marrers(.1) addressed bv
rhese materials. ro rhe exlelll
allowed hv applicable law. Am
wch tcLrpayer should seek advice
based on the lcnpayer ~· particular circumstances from an independenr un adl'isor.
Smith Barnev is a division
and sen·ice mark of Cil1group
Global Markers Inc. Member
SfPC.

1s-t Centennial
Bancorp ...
co111inued from pr:. 4
level."
The company reached $660
m iII ion m as~cts and reported
cammgs for the quarter ended
Sept. 30. 2007 of $2.126 million, compared to eammgs of
$ 1.849 mil lion for the third
quarter 2006, represcntmg a
15%, or $277.000 mcrease.
Bas1c eammgs per share were
44 cents for the current quarter
compared to 39 cents for the
same penod last year
I st Centennial Bank operates its main office and construction/ real estate loan productiOn offices in downtown
Red lands; its religious lending
group and ns SBA/commerc1al
lendmg gro up and a full-serv ice
branch in Brea, its Homeowners
Association and a full-servJce
branch in Escondido. and fullservice branches in Palm Desert,
Irwindale and Temecula.

Search lor Commercial Space
lor lease/Sublease
A world leading company is located
right in your backyard.
For office, retail, industrial and executive suites

sub ease.com·
310/414-0404

Sign up ro receive rhe Small
Business Marketing
Ideas
eBook, '7 Steps to ger more
clients and ~?row your business ·
ar: http://www.marketingforsuccess.comlreport.

investment risks ...
continued from pg. IIi

And it's looking for professionals like you.
YC'u dof''t need 10 go tar 10 frnd a
•arrer wrtr af' 1 f'ovatrve. growing
company ESRI I c wo Ia s lead<nq
developpr of geog aphrc rnformatror
sy<'e'll (GIS mapp "9 software
s c.cated rrqht t>er ,.. tt>e In and
Emp11e W<ll' annual revenue~ of
mc:re •'1an S610 ""'" rcn. E'RI e..-ploys
1 000 prop e WC'rldwrde 1 700 of
whor are based n lledlaf'dS
We are look f'q for q allfrrd
pr >f ss ·mats rr th? areas cf

We .>Iter an •tract ve cornpe SiltJon
and berefrts package a1c.ng w.:t,
Of'qorng career and persona
aevelor>fl'el't opportun t es
Employees ca also e'l oy lh
cof'verrence of our cafe With a
Slillbucks roffee !Jar a!'d Keep rn
st>d~e a1 our o -s 1e gyfl'
llr..l www.esrr .com / careers to
11 'lver who we drl' drd wt>y we re
so exc ted abol' what we dG

13101 Washington Blvd, #219 Los Angeles, CA 90066

www.sublease.com
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Inland Area & Nearby Resorts & Vacation Spots
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Challenging your thoughts in relation to
business, politics, economic conditions and
the general business life of San Bernardino
and Riverside counties.
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Noticed!! Increase Business
with Custom Design

M entio n this ad for a free consultation

•

Content management solutions
E-commerce tools and setvices
Online shopping carts and credit card transactions
Website planning, design and implementation
Website project management setvices
Website hosting
-- Custom search engines, directories and catalogs
Our content management tools can help you decouple the
look-and-feel of your site from the informational content.
Your clerical staff can keep your content up-to-date;
they won't have to walt for your overworked web experts
to do it.
For more info see us at www.csz.com
Call today for a free consultation!
909-920-9154 x27
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Ira A. Jackson:
Doing Good and Doing Well at Claremont's Drucker School
As the dean of the
Drucker-Ito Graduate School
of \tanagement at Claremont
Graduate !Jni\ersity. Ira A.
Jackson has de\eloped a deep
connection \\ llh the school's
namesake. the late management guru Peter Drucker. In
fact. Jackson likes to quote
one of Drucker's fa\orite sayings: .. The best wa; to predict
the future 1s to create it." And
creating the future 1s exactly
\\hat Jackson believes he 1s
doing e\er;da).
Jacbo)1
arrived
at
Claremont m the summer of
2006. and has used h1s expenence to catapult the program
into one of the top programs in
Southern California. But this
JS nothing new to him.
Throughout his career. he has
brought entrepreneurship and
excellence to government.
higher education. and the nonprofit sector. At the age of 26.
he was chief of staff to
Boston ·s Mayor Ke\ m White.
At 32. he was the senior associate dean of Harvard's John F.
Kennedy
School
of
Government. \\here he helped
lead the school during its period of rapid growth and institutional transformation.
He left the Kennedy
School
to
become
CommissiOner of Revenue for
the
Commonwealth
of
\1assachusetts. \\here he was
credited \\ ith being one of the
architects
of
the
"'Massachusetts economic miracle ... He abo served as executi\e
vice
president
of
BankBoston for a dozen years.
During
his
tenure
at
BankBoston. the company
consisten t ly
received
Outstanding
Community
Reinvestmen t Act ra tings from
fede ral regul ators fo r leade rship in stre ng thening inne r-

cit) communlltes Jackson·,
role m helptng to support am.l
expand Cit) Year earned him
thetr "'Btg C1ti1en Award ...
Pnor
to
coming
to
Claremont. he \\as prestdent
and CEO of the Arizona State
Lnn.ersity
Foundatton.
Jackson recei\cd an A.B. from
Hanard College and an MPA
from the Kennedy School of
Government. and attended the
Ad\ anced
Management
Program at the Han ard
Busmess School. He ts coauthor (with Jane elson) of
Profits with Princtples: Seven
Strategtes for Delt\ering Value
w 11h Values (Doubleday).
described by Tom Peters as "a
stunning achievement. ... and a
survival guide for business
executives and a sun.t•al
guide for capitalism itself."'
Jackson was one of only
stx business school deans who
attended the Global Leaders
Summit Meeting of the UN
Global Compact last July m
Geneva. They were there to
discuss ways to voluntarily
ad" ance human. labor and
environmental rights and to
combat corruptton. Just a
week earlier. in Claremont.
Jackson hosted delegates from
I 0 natiOns gathered at the
Drucker Instttutc for the first
Global S)mposium of Drucker
Socteties, dedicated to advancmg respons1ble management
practices in bustness. government and Ct\ tl society that
capture Druckerian principles
and practices. Drucker. who
challenged leaders to be both
effective and ethicaL ts widely
revered in Asia.
When Jackson came to the
Inland Empire, he immediate!)
realized the vast potential of
t he
Drucker
School
of
M a n age me n t. Now, he has
reached o ut into the communi-

tO spread the word Of r=::~~~~~~~-:~::===::l
the school\ ideologtes
and world-class faculty.
Under hts leadcrshtp,
the Drucker School \\as
named in the top I 0 tn
several categories by
the Princeton Rel'iew.
including sixth Ill the
nation for quality of
faculty.
And. his experience
lends for the Drucker
School to cont111ue to
gam traction among
both younger MBA and
experienced EMBA '>Illdents
throughout
Southern
Californta.
(The Drucker School
Ira A. Jackson, dean of Drucker-lto
also offers graduate
Graduate School of Managemelll at
programs in politics and
Graduate Uni1·ersiry.
business. arts manage- .____Claremolll
_
socially aware managers. As
ment. and is one of only a
he likes to point out: "by
handful of programs in the
embedding a new set of comnation to offer a graduate propetencies and values in the
gram 111 financial engineering.)
next generation of leaders
As Jackson sees it. the
through a new business school
Drucker School is at the nexus
curriculum. we are offering
of a new emerging movement:
encouragement and ev1dence
putting innovation to work for
that human energy can be harthe good of socJety. "Profits
nessed for soctal good as well
without principles won't work
as private profit. and that busiany longer." say Jackson. "The
ness as well as government
world's problems. starting
·with global warming and movand the nonprofit sector can all
pia) instrumental roles as
ing on from there. arc simp!)
forces for good around the
too tmmense and Interrelated
world."
to focus on making money to
Jackson sa1d he ts committhe detnment of the world
ted to producing innovators of
around us. This is a ttme for
the highest degree not only
creatt>c and voluntary collaborations across all sectors:
business but also for the social
sector - and even for governbusiness. government. nonprofit. It\ that cross-sector
ment.
'"As Drucker htmsclf said.
approach that sets the Drucker
School apart and that promises
innovatton is the indispensable
to create the future 111 new
ingredient not only for a growway~.··
ing economy but also for a
For Jackson. the future is
vigorous and healthy society.
about making the Drucker
And our JOb here at the school
School one of the world's cenis to produce innovators who
ters fo r training the next genboth do good and do well."
e ra tio n of conscio us and
I)

or

2-/

lion constituents per distnct
eight times the average of the
other 49 states' senate districts.) Term ltmtts do not
solve those problems. they
JUSt bnng fresh faces mto a
very dysfunctional system.
I recommend a "No" vote
on Prop. 93. Whether you love
or hate term limtts. Prop. 93
deserves to lose because of
the special privileges it would
create for current officeholders.
P rops.
94-97:
U n ion
Politics, Not Indian Gaming
Propositions 94 through
97 are similar, but they are not
really about gambling. They
are actually on your ballot
because of union pollttcs. not
Indian gaming or revenue
sharing.
Each of these four compacts allows a tribe to expand

the number
slot machines
in the cas1nos tt alread) opcr
ates. In return the tnbe will
make ~ubstantial and pcnnancnt increase.'> tn its payments
to the state . The tribe.'> would
pay up to 25 percent of the net
revenues from each new slot
machme to our General Fund.
Some say this is a huge
expansion of tribal gamtng,
but remember that the governor and legislature have
already approved compacts
with other tribes that allow for
unlimited expansion of slot
machines. and the courts have
held that as long as the state
has a lottery, then tribes can
operate unlimited lottery-type
slot machines on any reservation.
The real issue with each of
these compacts is union politics. None of these compacts
would be on the ballot if the
un1ons had not paid to put
them there. Like every other
compact, these four already
contain detailed protections

for union org,mlttng and colkcti\e bargaimng Howc\er,
the untons have been unabk
to convtnce cas1no workers to
untOlllte voluntarily. so they
are now demanding that tnbal
compacts mandate the controverstal "card check.'" "'Card
check" means that unton
organizers can have casino
employees stgn thetr names
saytng that they V\Ould be
wtlltng to be represented by
the unton. When a majority of
the employees have supposedly signed the cards. the casino
must recognize the union and
begin deducting union dues
and fees from all the employees' paychecks, without the1r
consent and whether they
jotned the un1on or not. So
there would be no electton.
just basically a petitton drive
without supervtsion, secret
ballot or appeal to the
National Labor Relations
Board. This unfair process
invttes fraud. intimidation.
bribery, and corruption. The

35

unwns put up with these problems becau~e their p(mcr and
tnflucnce depends on having
union due-. deducted from
workers' paychecb.
I am not a gambler. but I
support Indian sovereignty
and self-determmatton on
their own reservations.
would allow them to operate
casinos and other businesses
on thet r lands as they see fit.
Gambling will continue to
expand under the old compacts or under new compacts,
whether these propositions
pass or fai I. The real issue is
the right of casino workers to
demand secret ballots and
supervised elections versus
the power of unions to more
easily take money out of
workers' paychecks.
I recommend a "Yes" vote
on Proposttions 94, 95, 96.
and 97 to support these compacts without the power-grabbing provisions the unions
want.
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Claremont
University...
cominued from PI!.. I

ulty. Quality faculty and a
commitment to the teaching
and the classroom have al~ ay s
been di~tinguishmg characteristics of the Drucker School.
Now. others around the world
are beginnmg to learn of those
strengths.
We are also excited to
announce the Dons Drucker
Women Leaders Fellowship
Program. When Dons Drucker
and I were in Japan recently.
Masatoshi Ito surprised us with
a magnificent $1 million
endowment gift to launch this
exciting new program for talented future women leaders.
Prof. Jean L!pman-Blumen
will chair a special selection
committee and Jean and Prof.
Jenny Darroch will serve as
faculty advisors/mentors for
these
Doris
Drucker
Leadership Fellows who will
arrive next fall. This is certainly a wonderful new begmnmg
for the Drucker School. One
that it is built upon the incredible life of Doris Drucker. her
continuing example and inspiration to us alL and her ongoing active commitment to the
Drucker School and the
Drucker Institute.
Another good example of
change and continuity: our fabulous faculty is branching out
in with new research and new
courses that continue the academic and intellectual excellence and
purpose-driven
approach to management education with which the Drucker
School was founded. All of us
on the core faculty taught
together this fall in a unique
new gateway course. "The
Drucker Difference." and we
are offering it again this spring.
The course spotlights Peter
Drucker's work on a broad
range of topics and gives students a chance to experience
the full range of disciplines
represented here at the Drucker
School.
New faculty, like
Visiting Prof. Comelis Los, are

making important mtellectual
contnbul!ons to understanding
current issues. while existing
f.tculty remain highly prohhc
Among others. Professors
Jenny Darroch. Craig Pearce.
J m1
Wallace.
Hideki
Yamawak.i. Rtchard Smtth,
Kees de Kluyver. ViJay Sathe.
Jean Ltpman-Blumen. Ken
Ferris. Roberto Pedacc. Jay
Prag and Murat Binay all have
peer-rcvtewed JOurnal papers
or manuscripts in process or
recently published. Prof. Joe
Maciancllo has re\ tscd Peter
Drucker's
classiC,
Management. which will be
published by HarperCollins
this April.
We are also ushenng m a
new chapter of the Drucker
Institute with our Drucker
Fellows in Restdence Program.
Our first fellows include Prof.
Jiro onaka. an internationally
recognized expert of innovation. and Charles Handy, often
called the "Peter Drucker of
Europe." Charles is teaching,
with Elizabeth Handy, a special
executive semmar on personal
and organizational identity.
called "The Odyssey." We are
so deeply honored to have Jtro
Nonak.a and Charles Handy
here to build upon and extend
in new ways knowledge that
reflects Peter's principles and
philosophy of a "functioning"
and balanced society.
On his first day here as a
Drucker Fellow, Charles delivered a brilliant and inspiring
talk about his "portfolio life"
and his soc1al philosophy about
meaning. discovery and a purposeful life. He challenged hts
audience to "make visible the
things we don't see" as we
climb up and down the proverbial staircase of success. He
concluded his conversation
with Aristotle's question of
what constitutes a good life?
Charles· interpretation of
Aristotle's answer: "to do the
best at what we're best at for
the good of others." And, in
the context of organizations
and businesses, to strive to create and sustain a community
with a common purpose.

We continue to educate
executives and managers from
Edward Jones and Panda
Restaurants. These two great
"Drucker-ltk.e··
companies
have nO\v sent more than 700
managers each through our
customized executive sessiOns.
Addtttonally. we are geanng up
new programs for Fujitsu. and
for other Japanese executives
m what is called "The
Knowledge Forum," jomtly
with Hitotsubashi University in
Tokyo.
Our mternational reach is
constantly changmg as new
Drucker Soctettes open around
the world, while others continue to expand thetr reach. The
Drucker VVorkshop tn Japan
just launched a new journal of
Peter's management philosophy. titled "Civilization and
Management." The Drucker
School has also become an academic member of the UN
Global Compact. the world's
largest voluntary associatiOn
committed to advancing corporate social responsibility. and
we are one of the first business
schools in the world to formally adopt the "Principles of
Responsible
Management
Education" that have been
sponsored by the Association
for the Advancement of
Collegiate Schools of Business
(AACSB).
You can imagine my pride
in servmg as dean of the
Drucker School.
If you
haven't yet experienced the
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Harry's Pacific Grill

"Much, Much More Than Just Spaghetti!"
By Bill tntlzony

By Joan Hemmers

progress we are making - the
change and the continuity - I
welcome you to share the pride
and to participate in the active,
vital life of the Drucker
School. Stop by and stt in the
back of a class. Attend a public lecture. Talk to our students. Come by and give me a
suggestion on how we can do
even better. Send us some talented prospects or perhaps
offer an internship to one of
our students. For a visit without leaving your desk. please
check out our new electromc
video
magazine.
at
www.cgu.webvtdeoviswn.com
• and scroll through the special
features. including back. issues.
And for those who haven't
been here before: it will be 65
degrees and sunny here m
Claremont tomorrow and I'm
looking up at beautiful snowcapped mountams that frame
our pretty little city of trees and
PhDs. So join us sometime
here in our little piece of paradise where we are making
progress by respecting traditions and by charting new
beginnings.

llan) \ Pact ric Gnll. managed b) RtL k. Anderson anti
adjacent to Ytctona Gardens in
Rancho Cucamonga. had been
open scarcely a week. when four
of us cxpcnenccd a fmc dmmg
experience on a "dark. and
stonny" evcnmg a week before
Chnstmas. The newness didn't
show except for the fact that a
large fire p11 JUSt outstde the
entrance was without fire. It
would have been parttcularly
welcoming for our wet, cold
bodies. Even so, just knowing
that 11 would, m tune, be fired up
conjured up a grecttng wam1er
than the weather, and the knowledge that II would be a great
place to gather for a drink. or one
of the nme "starters" ('!>7.00 to
$10.75) descnbed on their
menu.
We each ordered different
starters to share wtth one another: Shnmp Cakes. Seared Aht.

Gnllt:d Chtcken Sata)s. <lnd
Outrigger Sweet Potato StaLk.
The shrimp cakes were flm ored
with red peppers. Jalapenos. red
onwn covered \\ tth Japanese
bread crumbs and served with
creamy corn sauce and sptcy
arugular green salad; the sushi
grade aht was sesame coated
and lightly scared served with
an Asian salad m a flavorful
pontu sauce; the chtcken satays
were mannated and gnlled laced
wllh That peanut sauce and a
tasty cucumber salad; and the
sweet potato stack, thetr signature starter. was coconut
encrusted and lightly dusted
with Parmesan cheese.
The plattngs were. m every
case. unusual and appealing to
eye and palate. There were
enough sptccs and flavors to do
what starters are meant to do cnntinued on pal!,e 39

E\er:r once m a while. I
Meat. Alfredo or Pesto Sauce
come acros-, a home:r "\1om
($9 49)
Pasta Classtcs and
and Pop" t) pc reo, tau rant. and it
Favorites
Fettuccine
happened again last month. (I
Carbonara ($9.49) .
honest!) wtsh 1t v\ould happen
In all )OU can ptck from <X4
more olten. )
Italian itenh--not counting the
Oh yes. the name of the
many 'ilyles of piua or
place Spaghetti Eddie's, located
desserts) wtth thetr very. very
at Foothill Boulev.trd and
fair pnces. you cannot go
Aspen Avenue in Rancho
wrong. Dinners range from
Cucamonga, has been there for
$6.49 to S 17.99 (for Veal and
years. and I have always passed
Shrimp Piccata).
it by until a fncnd recently told
Spaghetti Eddie\ IS located
me to try the place.
at 8153 Aspen Avenue in
Now I recommend that
Rancho Cucamonga.
The
YOU try Spaghetti Eddie's --phone number ts (909) 476you will not be dtsappomted.
8400. Take out available and
Here 1s my best of the best:
the restaurant IS ·'children
Appet11crs:
Asparagus
friendl:r."
P a r m 1 g i a n a ...---------~~---------,
($6.49); Clams alia
Papa Mio ($10.9lJ).
Soups.
foag10li
($3.99)
Pastas:
Gnocchi with your
choice of Marinara. t.___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___;_ _...-...::..o..:..,....;..._ _ _ ,

THE HISTORIC

ll
New York Grill'"

GALLEANO WINERY
We can custom
design a label
just for you
using: Photos,
Logos, Colors,

950 Ontario Mills Drive, Ontario
Mon / Thur II:3o a.m. -9:30p.m.
Fri II:30 a.m. - 10:30 p.m. • Sat 4:30p.m.- 10:30 p.m.
Sun 4:oo p.m. - 9:30 p.m. • Reservations Recommended

It's New York Without the attitude! Th1s award-winmng
restaurant is where famous fare is finely defined. Our menu
features prime steaks, Au;rrahan lobster rail, garlic roasted
chicken, rack of lamb, prime rib and fresh seafood
specialnes. Jom us for jazz in our Manhattan Room where
acclaimed arrists have made us the Inland Empire's most

\\eddmgs • Annt\crsarics
B1rthda) s • \pecial I \ enb
Graduauons • llohda) • (Jtfts
Wine Tastmg i\\ ailable Dati)

intimate jazz expenence! We rake care of every derail With
innovative menu items, specialty dishes, dramatic desserts,
outstanding wine selection and entertainment to complement your dining experience - and discover our magnificent banquet rooms, perfect for hosting your next event.

~231 Wine\ille Road
Mira Lorna, CA 91752
(951) 685-5376 or (951) 360-9180
www.gafleanowineiJ•.com

lour the I listoric Wincl') \\eckends from 2:00pm to 4:00pm orb} appointment
I isted in the 'JaJional Register of Historical Places
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MANAGER~S

"Seven Secrets for Negotiating
With Government: How to Deal With
Local, State, National, or Foreign
Governments-and Come Out Ahead,"
by Jeswald n. Salacuse;
Amacom, 1'1i/e\\ York, Ne" York;
2008; 210 pages; $24.95.

About se\ en ~ear~ ago. at the ver) moment \\hen fisc,tl conscf\ arives had pn:tt) much made the1r case for dm\ns1nng go\ernment at
.111 !eve b. \h' became im oh ed in a \\ ar that mcreao.,ed the need for
moro: government. not le..,s. The lirst to benefit were ~ome ol the largest
corporations in the countf) \\hO had the l-.nm\-how 10 get sub~tant1al
government contrach and whose senior executi\es had just benefited
from the I\\ in\\ indfalb of h1gher mcome and a maJOr roll-back of thctr
income tax.
Smaller companies benefited, too. '-ot on!) had a growmg number
become eligible for small busmess set-astde contracts. but man) of the
most sl-.illed small company O\\ners (those earning not more than $:!3
million annuall). which is the federal government's definition of a
small busine,s) were able to obtam teaming agreements and subcontracts from the corporate giants.
By 2()().f. things started to get complicated. There was no end to the
war in sight. which meant that the larger corporations wh1ch dominated the field made even more money. but were facing a growing second
tier of companies. The first ucr compames used a time honored compet iii\ e tool called .. buying out the competition." The top I0 government contractors bought out many of the companies that occupied the
eleventh through thirtieth positions. Those employees who were displaced by the buy-outs either went to work for other contractors. or
forn1ed their own contracting positions. Some even went back to being
government employees. Displaced senior employees. especially those
\.\ho had been generals and adm1rals withm the Department of
Defense. hecame consultants to their fonner employers.
The net result of all this shuffling was the downsiting of the gO\ernment contractors and their increasing usc of consultants. It wasn't
until 2006 that the Bureau of Management and the Budget figured out
that the gm ernrnent \\as, in fact, dO\> nsi;ing 1tself. Tht:: cheering stuck
in C\ef)one's throat, howc\er, \\hen it \\as rcali;cd that ncar!) half of
all non-milit<tf) federal employees would be retiring b) 20 I 0, and no
one \.\anted to replace tht::m. What was worse. most of them wanted
nothmg more to do \\ ith hcing gO\ emmcnt employees. Tht::y took the
retirement packages offered to them. and walked into jobs at pn\ ate
consulting companies and government contractors.
That\ pretty much where we stand today. with the exception that
the laws of supply and demand being operative. taxpayers will not
only have to pay more to government workers. but also have to pay for
generous retirement benefits. plus the inevitable double-dipping that
will take place.
What docs any of this have to do with negotiating for government
contracts? It's essential to know because it dictates the shape of the
negotiating table and the negotiating process.
Author Jeswald Salacuse points out that government officials will
say they arc simply following the law. Contractors will say that they
are simply meeting the requirements of well-documented and broadly
published contract solicitations. Salacuse sums up his "seven secrets"
by saying:
··I: Governments DO negotiate with private parties about any-

BOOKSHELF
thing.
"2: Governments are '\lOT all powerful 111 the1r deahngs with pnvate parllcs.
"'\: Governments arc NOT united monoliths in those dealings.
"4. Governments DO '\lOT seck only to advance the public mtercst in the1r negotlallons.
.. 5: Governments '\Rf susccpllble to influence techniques by private parties.
..6: Governments DO accept third party mtcrventions in their negotiation wllh indi\ 1duab.
"7· Government deCisions. once made. ARE open to negotiations:·
.. Sc\·cn Secrets .. · 1s a no-nonsense book wntten 111 broad bru,hstrokcs telling what it takes to hccome a profit,lble contractor for an)
level of go\ernment.

-- Henry Hnlt11nan

(Bestselling Business Books)
Here arc the current top 10 bestselling books for business. The list
is compiled based on information receh ed from retail bookstores
throughout the U.S.A.
I. "The Age of Turbulence: Adventures in a New World.'' by Alan
Greenspan (Penguin Group .. $35 00) (I)*
Forn1er Fed Reserve Chairn1an tclls ... all more or less.
2 "The Dip A L1ttle Book That Teaches You When to Quit (and When
to Suck)" by Seth Godin and llugh Macleod !Illustrator] (Pengum
Group USA .. $12.95) (3)
Why w mners often quit while losers stick.
l. ··Launchmg a Leadership Revolution· 'Ytastcring the Five Levels of
Influence." by Chris Brady and Orrin Woodward (Bus1ness
Plus ... $23.99) (4)
Detailed view of how to develop leadership skills.
4. "The Long Tail: Why the Future of Busmess Is Sellmg Less of
More," by Chns Anderson (Hyperion ... $24.95) (5)
Why products sold by Internet generate nearly unending sales.
5. 'Think Big and Kick Ass in Business and 111 Life:· b) Donald
Trump\\ ith Bill Zanl-.er (HarperCollins .. $26.95)( 2)
'The Donald' continues to brand his favorite product.
6. "The Black Swan: The Impact of the H1ghly Improbable." b)
1\;asslm "i1cholas Taleb (Random House .S26.95)**
Wh) events that shouldn't take place always stdrt le us.
7. "Winner~ ever Cheat: Everyday Values We Learned As Children
(But May Have Forgotten)." by Jon M. Huntsman (Wharton School
Publish mg ... $19.95 )**
Why playing by the rules is still the only way to win.
8. "Jeffrey Gitorner's Little Red Book of Sales Answers:· by Jeffrey
Gitomer (Pearson Education ... $19.99) (6)
Sales guru offers answers to sales questions.
9. "Good to Great.'' by Jim Collins (HarperCollms ... $27.50) (7)***
Climbing the steps from a good organization to a great one.
10. "Freakonornics: A Rogue Economist Explores the Hidden Side of
Everything:· by Steven D. Levitt (HarperCollins ... $25.95) (9)
Why you shouldn't accept the official version of anything.
*(I)-- Indicates a book\ previous position on the list.
** --Indicates a book's first appearance on the list.
*** -k re · u
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Harry's Pacific
Grill...
conrinuedjrom pg. 37
whet the appetite. Those starters
also served to make us aware
that Harry's IS a restaurant
where "east meets west" allowing taste traveling to the
Polynesian
and
Hawaiian
islands. to Thailand, China and
Mexico while. in reality. never
leaving Californ1a. More blending than fusion. resultmg in the
taste bcmg as good as the look.
AI read) beginning to satisfy
our hunger we passed up the
salad offerings - c1ght on the
menu ($5 to $14) and all reinforcing the Pacific in the
restaurants name with salads
identified as Island Ah1. Chmesc
Chicken. and La Ficsta/Chmo.
The entrees arrived in a
11mcly manner and d1d not disappoint. We ordered. from the
East Meets West offerings, two
of the II listed: Almond Gmger
Halibut ($19), Paniolo Skirt
Steak ($18). and one from the
eight on the Custom Grill menu.
the Filet Mignon ($26). The
Alaskan halibut was scared,
oven finished and served with
Jasmine rice. wok-fired red
potatoes, Chinese long beans
and blistered cherry tomatoes 111
an orange miso sauce.
I reluctantly shared bites
wnh my compan1ons as they
shared bits of the1r steak with
me. The steaks were custom
grilled, of good quality, and
served - as requested medium
rare. We were of a mind, however, that l had made the best
choice while, at the same time,
reminding ourselves that we
were not at a new steak house.
but. rather at a restaurant that
offered red meat in addition to
those dishes which altogether
made up an expansive and
extensive menu.
Only one in our party was up
for dessert. Many choices were
given to us by our very knowledgeable, well-trained and
attentive waitperson Brenda
Chavez.
Not offered, but
desired, was a chocolate sundae.
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"Oh yes," said Brenda. "I will
see to it." What arrived was a
large bowl of vanilla bean ice
cream w1th a contamer of
chocolate sauce on the side and
a second waitperson with an
even bigger bowl of real
whipped cream. Even though
only one of us was up for
dessert. we all, somehow, found
room for "Just a bite" of this finIshing touch to a grand dining
out experience.
General
Manager Rick
Anderson, unknown to us until
after dessert, has done a superb
JOb in trainmg hi~ staff and crcatmg a very des1rable atmosphere---best descnbed, perhaps.
as mfonnal elegance. 111 which
to enjoy a meal alone or in the
company of others.

winning corporate
culture ...
conrinuedfrompg. 12
that complaints went from
"Why do I have to attend th1s
stupid course?" to "Why did 1
have to wait so long to get in?"
More importantly, the culture in
the orgamzauon at large
changed. and with 11. the business did too.
A Final Word: If I have
made creating a winning culture
sound simple. that's because it
is. Don't muck it up by making
it more complex than it needs to
be. Largely as a result of following all five of the simple
steps I've outlined here. the
organization I've described
enjoyed unprecedented business
success over the next several
years. You can do the same.
Take the ideas I have shared
here, bend them to your will,
disposition and specific circumstance, and you 'II be well on
your way to creating a winning
culture marked by new behavior
and better business results.

For information on Gary
Bradt,
contact:

CLASSIFIED
EMPLOYMENT:
Account & Payment Rep. Needed
As part of our expansion programAs part of our expans1on program a rnrne. we are a Coffee supply comsmall company is looking for pany lookmg for part time employAccount & Payment representa- ees from horne account managers
tive, it pays $3000 a month plus and sales representatives, it pays
benefits and takes only linle of your about $2.500 a month plus benefits
time. Please contact us for more and takes only little of your ume.
details. ReqUirements- Should be a Please contact us for more detaJis .
computer Literate. 2-3 hours access Rcquin..'ITlents - Should be a computto the intemet weekly. Must be over er Literate. 2-' hours access to the
19yrs of age. Must be Effic1ent and internet weekly. Must be over 22 yrs
Dedicated .If you are interested and of age. Must be Efficient and
need more information. Contact
Dedicated. If you arc mterestcd and
(P R 0) Stanley, Email: need more mfonnation, Ple<L..e send
~berb77@yahoo.com
e-mail to. costaco!kc@c-mile.co.uk
As part of o=u=-r-=e=x=p=a=ns:;i=o=n=p=r=o:;- DID YOL HHR Till L \lt o.,t :\t \\ s .'
gram, our company is looking
for part time work from horne
account managers and sales representauves. 11 pays $'500 a
month plus benefits and takes
only little of your time. Please
contact us for more details.
Requirements- Should be a computer literate. 2-3 hours access to
the internet weekly. Must be over
19 yrs of age. Must be Efficient
and Dedicated.lf you are interested and need more infonnation,Contact Dan Frank. Email:
dan_frank I 9@yahoo.corn.

PacifiCare ...
continued from pg.

o

nics now account for 80 percent of California's health care
service plan market.[2]
PacifiCare
Bonuses

Executive

In addition to the $345
million
in merger-related
bonuses to top executives,
Howard Phantsiel, former
PacifiCare CEO, received
$I 30 mi Ill on in additional
··retirement payments" as part
of a deal worked out prior to
the merger announcement.
Under the terms of the merger,
top executives received:
• $245 million in accelerated stock options;
• $15 million in change of
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control payments;
• $85 million more in cash
bonuses and stock 1f they
stay w1th the merged cornpan].

FTCR is a leading public tnrerest watchdog. For
more information, visit us
on
the
web
at
www.ConsumerWatchdog.org.
f I] Competition in Health
Insurance- A Comprehensive
Studv of U.S. Markets, 2005
Update, American Medical
Association's Privare Sector
Advocacv Group.
{2] Blue Cross, Kaner,
Blue Shield, Health Net,
PacifiCare.
Source:
Department
of Managed
Heath Care, annual reports.
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~6189TWENTYNJNL

PALMS
HWY
YUCCA VALLEY. CA 92284

AUTOMOTIVE
TECHNICAL TRAINII'<G
19030 VALLEY BLVD
BLOOMINGTON. CA 92316
(909)641 3176
BLO'IDIES CLIP SHOP
il460 CENTRAL AVE
SUITED
CHINO. CA 91710
BOTAS LEO'\
463 E FOOTHILl. BLVD
RIALTO. CA 92176
CARS WEST GLOBAL
CWGMOTORS
1601 BARTON RD #J612
REDLANDS. CA 92371

THE WESTER'I/ GROUP
R_E.O.
1801 S EXCISE AVE #117
ONTARIO. CA 91761

.

EPOCH SIIOTS
PHOTOGRAPHY
6548 OliVE AVENUE
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92407-2073
GRANDER C Rt:ATIO .._S
5786 BERYL STREET
RANCHO CUCAMO"'GA.
CA 91737
H.ll. EXPRESS
7926 WILLIAMS RD
FONTANA. CA 92336
HA G ROUP
.W34 ROSWELL CT
CHINO. CA 91710
0 I 01877-9545
111-LIJ\F CONSTR UCfiO'II
12(XJ 'lEVADA Sl STE #202
REDLANDS. C A 92374

Y·\RIT/ \ Pf. f SHOP
'50 FOOTHII I BL" D. f'2
RIAUO. C A 92176

I Pl/1\
1(19(1 CIJJ>;O \VF'\l L Still·
1l
(II ISO I JILl S. C ·\ 'lll(J<l

/00\t I ITI ~
12424 1'\RAMOl 'IT IW
I'HEI IN C \ '12371
1ST J&E St.R\ ICES
JX1X2Jl Rt:PA WE·
BLOOMISG J'O"i C ·\ 92.ll ~

I.\\ t.RA'\OA FA\11l.Y
RESTAURANT
1296 N MT VERI'O'\ AVE
COLTON. CA '12324

Nt:LSO'< \H:STt:RBERG
17K5 INDUSTRIAL PARK
AV!·NLL
REOLAI'<DS. CA 92374

HOlSF OF SOUND
1461 r FOOTIIILL BLVD
U PLANO. C A 91786

LAND \MERICA ESCROW
SERVICING
8338 DAY CREEK BLVD
SUITE 101
RANCHO CUCAMONGA.
CA 91739

'lt;w LIH C0\.1MUNITY
CHURCH OF GOO IN
CIIRIST
123 W D STREET
O"'TARIO CA 91762

INLAND CENTER AUTO
BOOY
181 S ARROWHEAD AVE
SAN BERNARDINO. CA
9240~

INLAND VALLEY TRUCK
REPAIR
18324 VALLEY BLVD
L'\11#6
BLOOMINGTON. CA 92316
(909)820-7222
I NOTARY SERVICE
1940 SHORT STREET
SAN BERNARDINO. CA
92407
(909)4.16-73M
JTE TRUCKING
12060 VINTAGE DR
FO:-ITANA, CA 92337
(909)822-1511
LA CIRR US 1'1/C
7061 GLASGOW AVE
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
924().1

LOS ANGELES CHINA
TRAVEL SERVICE
1410 ALTA AVE
UPLAND, CA 91786
M & A TRUCKING
7247 E RIVERSIDE DRIVE
ONTARIO, CA 91761
MAIO 4-U
1720 S MOUNTAIN AVL
SUITE B
ONTARIO, CA 91762
MA DARIN BISTRO
14230CJIINO lllll.S PKWY #A
CHINO HILLS. CA 91709
(909)518-8568
\1ARKFTWORKS
7189 BIRCH TREE PL
f'O'ITANA CA 9~3:16

\NOES CI.EA,l'\G
SERVICES
81 -064 PFCOS PL
I"'DIO. CA 9~201

CA "'ARY WIRELt~<;S #2
~~60 '\PERRIS BLVO
PERRIS, CA 92571

STE\1 \RT BROTHER'S
RACING
~5 CHARLES ~\'E
MIRA LOMA, C'A 917~2

A MOBILE AD
81232 E\ST AVENUF. 44
INDIO. CA 92201

\lAID TO ORDER
JOPICASOCT
RANCHO MIRAGE, CA
92270

COAST TO COAST
TRANSPORTATIO"'
29Kn SALMO"' ST
MENIFEE CA 92584

LOCAL ST\ U, HA\\AliA'<
SHAVE ICE
25443 LAVENDAR CIRCLE
MURRltl!\, CA 92563

J&J REAL ESTATE
DEVELOPMENT
15583 SEELY ST
'WHITEWATER. CA 92282

BO'I/OCORP
2209 SAGELEAF CIR
CORONA. CA 928R2

ROLUNG STt:P, THE
15883 GRAND AVE
I AKE ELSii'iORE. CA 92530

JOHNSON STAPLER
REPAIR
42066 AVENIDA ALVARADO
STE II
TEMECULA. CA 925QO

J &S PRIVATE
St:RCLRITY
8988 ALTADENA DR
RIVERSIDE CA 92503

H.EETGOLFCARS.COM
74674 ZIRCON CIR F
PALM DESERT CA 92260

CONTESSA'S COTTAGE
16850 SCOTTSDALE ROAD
RIVERSIDE, CA <l2504
EZSMARTBUY
39607 VIA DOMINIQUE
ML:RRIET'\ CA 92563

AMAZONIA
PRODUCTIO'IS
83935 AVENIDA SERENA
INDIO. CA 92203

OJ ISH PRODl CTIO'S
:1141 CHRmAN/ CIR
Hf:MET. CA 92545

DESERT MEDICAL
.\ESTHHJCS
72-880 FRED WARING DR
PALM DE.%RT CA 92260

WHAT IT DO CAR CLUB
13189GINAAVE
MORENO VALLEY. CA
92553
DRINK CADOY, THE
1591 LUPINE CIR
CORONA. CA 92881

SCOTT INKS
CO'ISTRLCTIO'I
CONSULTANT
27621 VILlA AVF.NUE
HIGHLAND. CA 92346
SIL\ ER GRACE
16342 ORANGE $T
HESPER I·\. CA 92345
THE LE.<;SON IIOUSE
14568 CE,.,.TRAL AVE
CHI"'O, CA 91710

A & A TRANSMISSIO"'
CENTER
1214 HESPERIA RD
HESPERIA C A 92~5
A PREMIER TRAVt:L
SERVICE
1517 RANCHO HILLS DR
CHINO HILLS. CA 91709
(90'1)393-2169
A-I APPRAISAL SERHCE
8259 ENEVA LANE
YUCCA VALLEY CA 92284
ABACAB ENTERPRISE
925 EVERGREEN CT
REDLA!\DS. CA 92374
ABBA ETC TRAVEl.&.
TOURS
4962 HOLT BLVD
MO:-ITCLAIR , CA91763
ABEl'S Al.TER-.AT!vt
SERVICES
10251 SAI'<IA A"'ITA AVE
'-10!\TCLAIR . CA 91763
(90'1)630-3062
CAtFE Gf LATO
137HH ROSWELLAVEN\JF
CHI'\0, CA 91710

'.

Gl:S'S TREE SERI ICt.
31725 VIA LAS PALMAS
THOUSAND PALMS. CA
92276

2633 E MIRAMO:-.ITE CIR
PALM SPRINGS. CA 92264

ROGER'S RECYCLING
CENTER
1066 '- MT VERi'iO"' AVE
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92040

WAITERS CO'<CRETE
PUMPING
6038 MACLAY STRI·.ET
SAN BERNARDINO. CA
92407

,CQunt o Riverside

DAVIO'S LANDSCAPING
~2~85 AVF HERRFRA
I A QUI,TA. CA ~2236

BALLOON ABOVE THE
OESERT, INC
40373 MOONFLOWER CT
PALM DESERT. CA 92260

RAUL GONZAlEZ
TRUCKING
640 E SAINT ANDREWS ST
ONTARIO CA 91761

NATLRt CREATIO"iS
12~0 KENDALl DR
SAN Bf-RNARDINO, CA
92407

l'iGU:SIDE l"i"
200 W RAMON ROAD
PAL\1 SI'RJ>;GS CA 9'262

611~~

1428 PROPt.RTU;S
1030 N MOl''fl -\I"' \\E #.lK1
ONTAR IO_ C\ 9176;

HOLSE OF ORAP~ RJE.<;
2141 E I'Hil.ADEL.PHIA ST
UNIT I
0:-ITARIO. C\91761

N ~ ~W , B l! sINE~ s

BD BOOKKEEPING

R \llfORn Rt' .\I IY

m ·sPF: RI \COl 'SHI'\G
Cf'\TFR
1205! Ill SI'LRI \ RD
IH·SI'ERI\ C\9734~

Sl PPI .\
1>421 SONTERRA CI
\I.IA L0\1A. (' \91717

ROBE._S Jll('l 1318
ROBEKS JLICE 1319
ROBEKS JliCF 1320
28200 HIGHW.-\) 189
SLIT~ f· 180
LAKE \RRO\\ IJI:.AO, CA
92152-().1(>6

S \'\' SAl JAPANESE GRII.I
J &. T \UTO WHOU:SAl.F
103~ '-EST
SA"' BfRNARDINO, C A
92410

S113 HXJJifll.l Bl \ D

8~1 \\ f·ST B

\J CO:\STRI

INTt:GRITY REALTY \NO
'\ClAL SER\ ICES
2112 SL:N RIDGE OR
CHINO HillS . CA 91709

RGC CO'\STRlCTIO'\RH GIRl
CONS'I RlCliON
1~164 WILDROSf· s·rREET
VICTORVJU.I. CA 92W4

February 200H

EL T\PATIO
Rt~ST\I.JRAI'<T

JOT\\- FLORIDAA\E
HEMET. CA 92543

WE-REALTY
165~ F 6TH ST STE A I
CORONA. CA 92879
DYNO-TECH OENTAL
LABORATORY INC
190 BUSINeSS CENTER
DRIVE#B
COROJ'.;A, C A 92880
PJ.OENTALPRODUCTS
LLC
30520 RANCHO CALIFORNIA ROAD STE 107-108
TEMECULA, CA 92591

LFVINt TRlC._IN(,
I K960 STATE Sl
COR()>; •\, C A 92S81

GRANITE SHIHD
COLNTERTOPS ot·
HEMET & Tt:MEClLA
3116~ TF.MECLLA PKWY
S\ITIF B
TEMECULA. CA 92592
SPILDE REAL ESTATE
STRATEGIES
50525 VERANO DRIVE
LA QUINTA. CA 92253

·'~~~

Wt~~T

-.

,

.. ~

COAST
PROPERTIES A"I> RUI
ESTATE
514 CALlf'OR"iiA AVE
Sl.JIT£#3
BEAU"10"1T, C \ 92221

HH1\1ER I'IS LR<\" CE
SER\ ICES " C
24<1<17 SU!';NYME-\D BLVD
STEI·
\10RESO vALLE), CA

ALTO \USH PROS
7219SK\VIEWRD
RIVERSIDE. CA 925(19
1'.0. BOX 2771
RIVERSIDE CA 92506

LMBRELLA 1101\H
DECOR
2S756 NUEVO VALl E) DR
#13
NUEVO, CA 92567

RJJ INK
17792 BOXWOOD DR
RIVERSIDE. CA 92~03

HELlO'S liGHTI-.G
SYSTEMS
40225 REED VALLEY RD
AGUA'\GA, CA 92~l6
PO BOX 2~9
AGl' \I'GA CA 92536

ABUNDAI'<'T Glt'TS
1524 E BERINGER DR
SAN JACI:-ITO. CA 925K1
DRAGO"' MARTIAL ARTS
ACADEMY
727 SANOERSO!'; AVF
HEMET. CA 92545
FANTASTIC N-\JLS A'liD
SPA
3740 10\>. \AVE Nl07
RIVERSIDF, CA 92507
MAOISO'Ii MARKt.l
4096 \1ADISON ST
RIVERSIDE. CA 92504
TUTORING LITTLE
SCHOLARS
12J8 BATHPORTWAY
CORONA. CA 928KI

92~~1

CL Sl'RVEYING AND
MAPPI!'\G
6617 ALEXIS CIR
MIRA L0\1A. CA '11752
REALTY WORLO
SPF:CIALIST
93M OAK CREEK RD
BEAUMO"'T, CA 92223
P.O. BOX 3026
BEAVMONT. CA 92223
CHIVAS TRt;CKING CO
27715 ELLIS AVE
R0~10LAND. CA 92585

-

February 20~

NEw
~ -=~

,._

~()un,t:y

s us 1 N E s s
'il..~-

D.\'\'JFLS PLl \181'\G .\l'ID
M \I"<TEl'i \'\CF SlR\ICES
~4!>~ Ll CAS ST
Rl\ ERSIDf C \ 92,~0~
"'ELSO"' <\LTO
'1\-HOLES.\U ILC
22QW GIANT FIR PL
CANYON LAKE, CA 92587

tl

•

• •

..

.fl

Ot:SFRT OE'\T\1 SPA
419<10 COOK S 1 STr D-402
PALM DESERf C \92211

\G \ Of:SIGNS
12~-14 DrSERT SPRINGS ST
\1IR \ L0\1.\. CA 91152

PREFERRED Pf'ST
CO'i TROL
l()(>S9 BRIGHTO'\ WAY
CATHEDRAL CITl, CA
92234
PO BOX 458
CATHEDRAL CITl CA

\\EST COAST
FABRIC"TIOR
11140 HAMAL AVE
\11RA LOMA, CA 91752

921J5

SCl.BA VOYAGES
W5 h\IRBA"<KS ST
CORO'\'A. CA 92S79

4SIDE PRODll'TIO'\'S
3480 SLNNYSIDE DR
RIVERSIDE C A Q2~0!>

.\Gl.\ FRESCA BOITLING
COMPANY
4.350.~ SHASTA PLACE
1'\'DIO. CA QDOI

A\URICA\\-lOE
11711 STERUNG AVE
STEI&J
RIVERSIDE CA 92~01

BEALIIflL >.U:
1:1091 WJCHIT·\ WAY
'.tORE~O VALLEY CA
92555

MIOOLE EARTH SALES
.\"DSER\ICF.
~2645 PALl RD
AGUA'\GA. CA 925~6

WILCY ...S' FIT'\'ESS
199SOGRA:-.!DAVE
LAKE ELSINORE. CA 92~30

CHII'.A PAII.D.\ ' 0 I
1222 '1.1AG'\'OLIA o\VE #10!>
CORO:-<A. CA 92X~I

C REATIVE OESIG"
LA'\DSC.\PE
11760 DATE PAL~! DR
CATHEDRAL CITY CA
922.l4

B2SI,GH "C
1~641 VA' BURE.'\ BL\ D
RIVERSIDE. CA 9250S

Fl\ E STAR SERVICES
45609 ELM PLACE
TE\1ECl,;Lo\. CA 92592
SPORTILA"O
11707 GREAT FALLS
CORO'\A. CA 92880
PATRO'\' Al'TO SALES
4 ''9 HIERS ST
RIVERSIDE: C \ 92505
f'IELO CL.\1'\.t SE R\ ICES
1225 DA~l BE WA)
RIVERSIDE. CA 92501
P 0. BOX 700S9
RIVERSIDE. C \ 9250~
PROFESSIO' .\L CLAIMS
l'iVESTIGATORS
3225 DML;BE WAY
RIVERSIDE~ CA 92.503
PO BOX 70089
RIVERSIDE. CA 92.~03
DESERT MANAGEMEl'il
42427 RANCHO MIRAGE
LA!'.'£
RANCHO MIRAGE. CA
92270
EDUAJlDO'S HALLING
66099 8TH ST
DESERT HOT SPRINS. CA
92240
FAMILY'S BEAUTY SALON
45130 SMURR ST
INDIO. CA 92201
PO BOX 385
THERMAL. CA 92274
LEADERSIDP LINK
74-075 COVERED WAGON
TRAIL
PALM DESERT. CA 92260
DEVELOPMENT
STRATEGIES
F1JNDRAlSJNG
78765 W HARLAND DR
LA QUINTA . CA 92253
VALLEY MAIJ~ DELIVERY
289 NW CERRITOS DR
PALM SPRINGS, CA 92262M17

MODERJ\i CENTl RN
OF.SIG... ER RL(;S &
CARPETS
72·116 HWY Ill Sl!ITE 3
RA'\CHO MIRAGE.('.\
92270
Ot:SERT FLORAL
1\tPORTERS
'0150 \10TTLE CIRCLE
RA'\CHO \1lRAGF. CA
92270

SA!'I OH\AS EMBROIDERY
164 "ORTHWOOD .WE
SA'i JACI..,TO. CA 925~2
TROPICAL ADVE"<Il Rt:S
FOL'\'OATION
2193 S CALLE PALO
FIERRO
PAlM SPRIJ'.GS. CA 92264
CI'I,OY Cl"iOYS OF. ' IG'S
1281 :-<ORTH STATE ST
STEC
SAN JACINTO. CA 92582

qi R~v.(!rsi

e.

~--..

NARI'IDO CLEA'\' II'>G
StR\10:
~H~ \i ILl ·\ MONTES Cl R
CORO:-.!A. C \ Q2S79

EXTREM t FITNESS
TRAINII'\G
I 247M BRH/L LN
\11R·\ L0\1\ c ·\ 91752

MA:\1 CIIICKEN
72~40 HIGHWAY Ill
SPACE ~151
PAL\! DESERT ( \92260

HI:.\IET S\111 f:.S DE..,I\L
PRA C TICE
tOOl S STAT!' ST STEll
HEMET. CA 9254~

Sl-""'1\ \IE \I> SIIELL
168565
21573 SliNNYMEAD
RANCH PKWY
MORENO VALLEY. CA
92557

ACflYE APPROACH
PROPERTY
MANAGEMENl AND
SALES
1252 W 6TH Sl #lOt B
CORONA CA 92SX2

IRIS Sllf:U . 168567
15980 PERRIS BLVD
MORENO VALLEY. CA
92551

DESERT SL \1\tiT SOL NO
A"'D LIGIIT
656 N 6TH STRHT
BLYTHE, CA 92225

C HlLDREr'o< 'S PLACE
tA~fiLY CHILOC-\RE
4010!> JONAH WAY
\tl'RRIETA. C '< 9256~

UNIVERSAl LINK
PROFESSIONAl
STAFFING
740 OLEANDI.R LANE
IllYTH E. C A 92215

>.1ARJo.ET PLACE OF
MORE'\'0 VALLEY. TIIF
24725 ALESSA'\'DRO BLVD
MORENO VALLEY. CA
9255~

OLOE WORLD TAX
COMPANY
27201 Pl,;~tPKI~ ST
MLRRIETA CA 92~1>2
WUlSTER'S WATERWORKS INC
41 H03 CORTE LARA
TEMECL;LA CA 92592
ELAINE'S SQuEA KY
CLEAN J \NITORAL SVCS
276M BLUIT VISTA WA \
MENIFEE C A 92584
PERSO'\'Al.ILEO
VEHRINARY SER\ICES
40250 CALLE DE SLEJ'.OS
MURRIETA. CA 92562

EXTREME FITNESS
NUTRITIO"'
12478 BREEIE LN
MIRA L0'-1A CA 91752
T & QTRADI G
2148 ALPINEMJST ST
CORONA. CA 92S79
\LL PRO SPORTSCARDS
29700 RA'\010
Co\UFORNIA RD
SUITE G<J
TEMECULA. C ·\ 92591

l NIVERSAL LINK
PROFESSIO'-Al.
STAf'Fl'-G
140 OLEANDFR LA'\'E
BLYTHE. CA 92225
WIF.NERSCHNITIH 147
X2608 HWY Ill
1'\DIO. CA 92201
MCI.EOD·s \IR
CO"'OITION ING &
HEATING
81-175 MARIPOSA CIR
1'\ DIO. C A '12201

O'Rfll.LY BROTHER·s
APPRAISAL GROl P
2415 PEPPERTREE LA:-<F
RIVERSIDE. CA 9250!>

LNITEO CA BLE
C0\11\tl ... ICHIO' S
'\ETWORKS, I';C
I 210M SEVER:-1 WAY
RIVERSIDE CA 92503

IILNDREDTH MO'\'KF.Y
PAI'ITB\LL
4904 LIN'\' DRIVE
RIVERSIDE CA 92505

CAGLlfRO RA"(CH
'\'URSERY
2700 '\\ DFVE:-.ISHIRE AVE
HE\tET CA 92.~45

CERTIFIED Rt.SIOF.'ITIAL
INSPEl'TIO"'S. !LC
29.30 Wll D SPRISGS LANE
CORO" .-\ C ·\ 92HS3

GRH..,LINE
117 S MAIN ST
LAKE ELSINORE. CA 92530

CORO'\'A MINI STORAGE:
1051 POMONA ROAD
CORONA. CA 92882

"1AI"<STREAM TRA\ EL
78466 STERLING LA"<E
PALM DESERT CA 92211

L0\1AC TECHNOLOGY
BLACKDEER LOOP
UNITH
TEMECULA, CA 92590

GE ESIS
1770 VIXEN TRAIL ST
CORONA. CA 92882

AMERICAN AFfOI\lATED
MAILING
5410 LOCKL·\N CT
RIVERSIDE. CA 92507
P.O. BOX 7299
MORE!\00 VALLEY. CA
92552

JET LANDSCAPE
69728 STAFFORD PLACE
CATHEDRAL CITY, CA
92234

KC FINANCIAL SERVICES
43 CORNELL DR
RANCHO MIRAGE. CA
92270

BAND K MAINTENANCE
9955 CHERRY AVE
CHERRY VALLEY, CA 92223

SUPERIOR TRANSPORT
1657 GLENVIEW DR
PERRIS, CA 92571

BJ'S MOBILE DETAIL
82-216 LEMON GROVE
INDIO, CA 92201

FIT FOR LIFE
21805 OSPREY LANE
MORENO VALLEY, CA
92557

H.M. FINANCIAL
23655 MARKTWAII'i
MORENO VALLEY, CA
92557

PROPERTY TRADER, THE
20355 STANFORD AVE
RIVERSIDE, CA 92507

KAOS COMMUNICATION
50701 WASHII'iGTON ST
#513
LA QUINTA CA 92253

ERT PERFORMANCE
26175 JEFFERSON AVE
SUITE 302
MURRIETA, CA 92562

ART-4-LESS
68860 LOS GATOS RD
CATHEDRAL CITY, CA
92234

0 R B MUSIC COMPANY
17130 VAN BUREN BLVD
SUITE #12
RIVERSIDE. CA 92504

EMPIRE MAINTAINANCE
176 VEGA STREET
PALM SPRINGS. CA 92264

PROF "ISHK\M'S '111XED
MARTL\LARTS
3o770 CATHEDRAL
CA'>YOS DR SLITE tl
CATHEDRAL CITY, CA
92234
PO. BOX 3182
CAniEDRALCITl', CA
92215

4~064

TEAM-WORK CARRIER
SERVICES
49091 RIO RANCHO CT
COACHELLA. CA 92236

SIX KILLER QUJX STOP
88-465 66TH AVENUE
THERMAL. CA 92274

CURIEL POOL SERVICE
81-723 AVENIDA TECOMA
INDIO, CA 92201

QUIZNO'S CLASSIC SUBS
371ARAI1ROADCANYON RD
LAKE ELSINORE. CA 92532

TRASHTALKER
19046 MCGUIRE RD
LAKE MATHEWS. CA 92570
L & L GROOVING
4365 FORT DRIVE
RJVERSIDE. CA 92509
PO. BOX 3931
RIVERSIDE. CA 92519-3931

NYRB DELIVERY
SERVICE
23953 CORINTH DR
MURRIETA, CA 92562

KG&A CONSULTING
ENGINEERS
730 COU!'.TRY ROSE CT
CORONA. CA 92882

S&J RELIABLE
TRUCKING
18507 AVENUE B
PERRIS, CA 92570

DREAM FASHJO"i
2.560 '\' PERRIS BLVD
PERRIS. CA 92571

II SAVE AUfO REPAIR &
CAR STEREO
140 W WAL'\'UT ST
PERRIS. CA 92571

ALO"'ORA'S HOME
FASH!O"'
14920 PERRIS BLVD #16
MORENO VALLEY. CA
92551

ZAHRA'S ACCt~<;SOR!ES
8741 '-IAGNOUAAVE
RIVERSIDE. CA '12.~03

BL00\111'>G t LOWERS Of
HEMET
DX '\ S.V'\ JACI'\'TO
HEMET CA 92543

ROYAL FAMILY KlOSS
CAMP
28753 VIA MONTEZUMA
TEMECULA. CA 92590
ALLIANCE !NSLRANCE &
FINANCIAL SERVICES
25096 JEFFERSON WE
SlJITE #A7
MURRIETA. CA 92562

_

H YOLR SER\ ICt'
CU'\'il~(;

454 TAVA LAM'
PALM DESERT CA ~1211
RECl ERDOS I.\ ll.lCIO'i
44-!191 JACKSOI'o ST #It>
INDIO. CA 92201
PITBOSS EMPIRE LSA
500 SOUTH PALM CANYON
DRIVE #102
PALM SPRINGS CA 92264
C0'11PLETE HOME
MANAGEMENT
73083 SANTA ROSA WAY
PALM DESERT, CA 92260

TODD C'S TILE
39191 BELAIR DR
CATHEDRAL CITY. CA
92234
'1\-lLL 00 4 u
6S049 VISTA DEL VALLE
CATHEDRAL CITY CA
92234
R.C.AUTLET
1>8031 RAMON RD SL IT 104
CAfHEDRAL Cl fY. CA
')2214
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SAFFRON

GRAND OPENING

The final Chaffey College Foundation Telethon came to a successful end on Sunday, Jan. 13. When the telethon went off the air Jan.
13, it had raised $408,945, exceeding its goal by $143,000.
The Robert V. Fullerton Art
Museum, in partnership with the
Sam and Alfreda Maloof
Foundation for Arts and Craft,
proudly announces an exhibition
celebrating the life and works of
Sam Maloof, master woodworker.
Close to 30 pieces of Maloof furni ture will be on display beginning
January, 2008, The exhibition,
showcasing chairs, settees, cabinets, tables and music stands, will
be supported by photographs,
models, patterns, drawings and an
instructional area dedicated to
the fascinattng process of making
a chair. "Sam Maloof· Essence of
the Handmade," wtll be open to
the publtc Jan. 29- May 17,2008,
at the Fullerton Art Museum.

123 N Palm (canyon, Sl•. 217
www.wn ghtde.tgngrovp.c:om
760 1 416· 3010

Tuesday,
February 26
5:30 to 7:30 PM

Ontario set to reign
the Inland Empire
official team name
announced as Ontario
Reign takes ECHL by
storm. Season ticket
deposits are currently
be taken for just $25
per seat, guaranteeing
every minute of
excitement for the
inaugural year. For
more information, log
on to www.ontarioprohockey.com or call
(909) 456-8868.

By Bilf.1nthony
\1.:ado\\ood 1~ a 250-,tcre
retre,ll snuggled a\\ ay off the
SII,erado Trail 1n th.: tO\\ n of
St llekna. one ol 1\iapa
Valley's
most
luxurious
place~.
Th.: prl\ ate cluh.
lounded in I <J64, features
ch.1111p10nshtp t:roquet l<m ns.
tennis .:ourts, a nine-hole
\\alktng golf course, hiking
trails. S\\ tmming. a full-servICL' hL·alth spa and X5 suites
and cottages.
The main reason for the
existence of Meadmvood ..... .
1n Ill) mind .... 1s the fahulous
R.:staurant at l\1eadowood.
L nder Manager Nathan tel
Dorn.
Chef
Christopher
Kostmv and Sommelier Ron
Toulon. this restaurant has
earned two stars from the
renowned Michelin Guide.
There arc only ftvc other
restaurants in all ol northern
California to have
two
Mic he/111 stars The 48-seat
dining room is a stage upon

\\ l11ch staff. chef. .tnt! sommelier do their food .111t1 '' 1ne
magtt: for a most .!pJHt:ciattH:
group of gourmets
Diners
clwose from a k\\ food and
\v tne pairings:
A threecourse sekt:tion for $70 plus
)45 for \\inc pairing. a lourcourse sdet:tion for SX5 plus
'560 \\ 1ne pat ring.
a ft\<:·
COUISC seleCtiOn lor Sl)') plus
S75 \\me painng. and ftnall),
a s.:ven-course chef's tasting
menu .11 ~120
plus $110
\\Ine pamng.
I 111cluded in this story a
sample menu for your perusal. ..... please try not to drool
all over the page. On a \\ ine
note. the cellar contains
11.000 hot ties. the "inc list
is oYer 50 pages and lea\es
you to choose from 0\ er 800
great wines.
I enJOyed m:r cxpenence;
however. I want to hear from
you. Please, should you dtne
there. please e-mail me your
experience
at
williamj
@ husjournal.com
For additional tnformacall

9683161orvisit
Web
at
a d -

The Restaurant at :vteadowood
Chill•••l '\oung l,.ultc L .vpacho
Rmst, d Grnf'<'<. ~pzcctt Alrl/(md<, '-moktd Pa,nk.1 Ozl kmg

"Grande Cuvee"- Champagne. lrance MV
llt~irloom Inn-Mill & \\akrn-ll'i<ln (.i,,1Lld
Al,ndm<' 10d l.nrtllz t ll<"mrer Pcl'percr
Rn<zl
Pi not Blanc, Robert C.,inskey- Lo' Cameros 2005

\\ IJ 'X ott ,h t .an~oustlres
'l?tl Mat link, V llroom salt ( urcd ( ap..-rs
Puligny-\1ontrachct ler eru"l e<. Pucelles," \1orey-Coffinet- Burgundy, France mt
s/

<...erm..ll' 11, t<-rb.tll Pot« to <...mKdu
C.n.l< d ~ rr Umu. J\ln ''" tnkt s
Meu"ault-Poru.wts ler Cru, I rancoi~ jobard- Burgund), France 2002
\nd.1nlt J turv

And

Qwdly Rnl
f " Brc. <1, Apncot- l \luskey ( oull>
Dry \1u~cat Canelli Mo"ato Azul," La Sirena- Oakville 2006
Org.ulll RL·d Kuri Squash
fresh Rtcotta, I '~"fl•d l'<>laduo• H<•Jrlnom \I'J'I<'
Gruner Veltliner Smarag<VI'\'ol~ndorfer llochrain, Rud.i Pichler- \o\achau, Austria 2!ni \

II

1

I"''': Dungent''!>' Crab
~uuf]ozn.•r

Viognier,

'ct ,[s, \ anuia B.zrl
'tar
Mount Veeder 2005

Para~ Vineyard~-

~I.Hzw

l.nbstL·r & Squ«b 'l.llad

Sill 'Ill/ ~J'llll!.'lt I (1/>strr Mu,J~rotlllls, Red Otuou Alnmwlll<h·

Zinfandel "Howell Mountain," Lamborn Family- Napa Valley 2005
Hand ll.lrvestl'd St·a S.:aii<'P
(.e(lduck Clam l'tn.uuklts
Dreams ...," jermann- Friuli. Italy 2005

Roa<ted 111 it> qu·/1. scalloJ> fnJ'!'

•w...

Or~.lniC

Farro" Ri~ottn"

<;qunslz Blossoms, Clumtadles. (nf>..md btwlsl<m
Cabernet Sauvignon. Mayacamas Vineyards- Napa Valley 1991
"<mnma Coast Lamb
Ct'lent Root Mous--e/Ill(', fruffh- Brm>ed G·lerv Bakt•d Carwdlom

Syrah, lagier Meredith- Mount Veeder 2004
Aldsk.ln llahbut
"'n" rtra.,, f-lor....:radt~lt. fnm£'1 Brarlfiad~..·
"On lhe White Keys," Ariella- California 2006

Rc~z..tcd 111 F1g lJ.·a

t'',

I ibt·rt\ !·arms Duck
\Ia mil! ted Colclt•n Be I· T'"'.'!' l'ltrt't' lrwna•

\.1erlot, Pahlmeyer- l'l,apa Valle) 2004
p,,nzJ I anns Pv.. tun~J \ ca!
(ranl>crry Bean<. Carrc s,,f• ''"' Clz111ndrum
Cabernet Sauvignon. Hartwell- Stag< leap District 2000
9

Duo oi Dom<•stir \ \.lg\ u & I rut• japane,t• K<>bt.• lkl'f
'-!tiiJ>ly Cnllcd. Ralnt \'cgctabft-,, T mff/c \ f, .,
Cabernet Sauvignon "Estate," Palmaz Vineyards. ~apa \'alley 2002

